Superior grade molten aluminum alloy is hand-poured into a mold made from exceptionally detailed woodcarvings. Each casting is hand polished to provide a smooth, finished surface for painting. After a multi-step cleaning process, the furniture receives a baked-on powder paint coat, much thicker and harder than conventional wet paint, followed by a hand-applied antique accent.

Each of our metal frames are pre-finished with a nanoceramic pre-wash to increase paint adhesion. This important step pits the metal surface creating ten times the surface area for the powder coat of paint to bond to. All finishes are a high-solids polyester, architectural grade powder coat, 10 times thicker than wet coat paint. The result is a paint finish that will last far longer than traditional powder coat processes.
Wrought Aluminum

Features heavy, .65mm wall thickness tubing, strengthened at stress points with interior wall supports and galvanized steel inserts, triple hand polished 360° welds, and a high-solids polyester, powder-coated finish, ten times thicker than wet-coat paint. Available in 6 different finishes our wrought aluminum products are as versatile as they are functional.

Stainless Steel

At Summer Classics, we use a 304 grade stainless steel that has a high chromium and nickel content. This austenitic steel has both strength and corrosion resistance, making it ideal for a long life in outdoor applications. Our stainless steel receives 360 degree welds that are hand polished for maximum durability and a finished look.
The finest teak in the world was sought out to design our wooden furniture pieces. Teak Collections feature plantation grown high quality teak frames with mortise and tenon construction. All of our Teak Collections are available in Natural Teak and our Oyster Teak finish, which was designed to mimic the silvery grey patina teak develops as it ages.

The most realistic and extensive UV resistant protocol in the industry, N-dura® resin wicker is guaranteed to not experience any significant color change for 5 years. Our ultra realistic resin varies in color and texture, making each piece unique. Available in resin, vinyl or polyethylene, all N-dura® wicker is memory tested to 50,000 compressions, and is hand-woven over our steel-reinforced heavy gauge aluminum extrusions with a triple antique hand applied finish using nano-ceramic technology.
Superstone is a 5 layer composite with 2 layers of cement fiberboard surrounding the aluminum honeycomb core. UV top coat high performance bonding agents, with natural mineral granules. No sealant required.
Outdoor UPHOLSTERY

All Summer Classics upholstered collections are constructed with 100% outdoor approved upholstery made of water repelling reticulated foam covered in Sunbrella® Cast Dove solution dyed acrylic fabric.

Outdoor SLING

The classic material uses a state-of-the-art quick drying sling which provides an incomparable seating comfort. Strong, tear-proof and UV-resistant, the mold-resistant sling is excellent when compared to other sling fabrics.
Our durable and fade resistant furniture covers are lined with a waterproof backing with reinforced, ergonomic handles and breathable vents to prevent mildew. Available in a textural heather gray fabric.
AIRE

Shown In #2 Black Walnut & Ancient Earth
AIRED
Shown In #17 Mahogany
Delicate yet durable, our stackable Aire collection features seats and backs hand-woven from 6mm N-dura™ resin to conform to your body. “Lighter than Aire,” this collection features graceful curves complemented by the resiliency of our hand-welded aluminum frame.

FINISHES

- #2 BLACK WALNUT / ANCIENT EARTH
- #17 MAHOGANY / CHESTNUT
  *Select Pieces Only

FABRIC SHOWN

- Detail: *388 Canvas Flamingo
- Bench: *456 Linen Citron
- 258 Natural White

DINING

- *ARM CHAIR 3560+FINISH 2,17 C480+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  W24” D26” H36.5”

- SWIVEL BARSTOOL 35662 C565+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  W17.5” D22” H44.75”

- *SIDE CHAIR 3561+FINISH 2,17 C465+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  W20.5” D23.25” H34.25”

- STATIONARY BARSTOOL 35692 C489+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  W17.5” D19.75” H45”

- *CHAISE 3563+FINISH 2,17 C477+FABRIC
  W28.75” D83.5” H39”
  *Residential Use Only

- *BENCH 3568+FINISH 2,17 C475+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  W44.5” D25.5” H36”

- END TABLE 33862 GLASS 71305

Vista Dining Tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.

DEEP SEATING

- SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE 36152 C466 + FABRIC
  W27” D27” H36.25”

- *CHAISE 3563+FINISH 2,17 C477+FABRIC
  W28.75” D83.5” H39”

- *BENCH 3568+FINISH 2,17 C475+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  W44.5” D25.5” H36”

- END TABLE 33862 GLASS 71305

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping  
Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
ASTORIA

Shown In #24 Oyster

Just as the sun gleams rays of warmth, the Astoria Collection glimmers luxury, comfort, and style. In the busyness of life’s seasons, let Astoria be the place you rekindle with your people through early evening cocktails, sunset barbeques, and late night fireside chats.
ASTORIA

Shown In #24 Oyster
As the name implies, our Astoria Collection combines aristocratic elegance with quality and ingenuity. Constructed using our patented N-Dura resin and 360° welded Aluminum frame, Astoria transforms any outdoor space into a luxurious outdoor oasis.

DINING

Club Dining Tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.

DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping. Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection.
ATHENA

Shown In #24 Oyster
ATHENA

Shown In #2 Black Walnut
As stately and elegant as the goddess, Athena, our collection brings its timeless beauty to any outdoor space with its curved arms featuring exposed cushions, and crafted with our hand-woven N-Dura™ resin wicker finished in Black Walnut. The anodized aluminum feet ensure that the collection will be part of your life’s best moments for years to come.

FINISHES

Black Walnut Spring Lounges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>Fabric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#2 Black Walnut</td>
<td>*396 Shibori Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#24 Oyster</td>
<td>*428 Zebra II Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*456 Linen Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oyster Dining + Deep Seating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>Fabric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#2 Black Walnut</td>
<td>*393 Marcella Flamingo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#24 Oyster</td>
<td>*404 Duplin Flamingo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*373 Cabana Flamingo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*388 Canvas Flamingo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DINING

ARM CHAIR
3970+FINISH 2,24
C530+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W26.75" D23.625" H36.625"

SIDE CHAIR
3971+FINISH 2,24
C531+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W26.75" D23" H36.625"

84"X40" SUPERSTONE RECTANGULAR TOP HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
1806+FINISH 2,5,28

TRESTLE DINING BASE
641231
W60" D20.25" H29.5"

DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

SAND CHAIR
3983+FINISH 2,24
C529 + FABRIC
W24.75" D31.25" H32"

EURO LOUNGE
3974+FINISH 2,24
C539+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W25" D31.5" H36"

EURO SOFA
3982+FINISH 2,24
C528 + FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W48.75" D31.25" H35.5"

TOWEL CADDY
3978+FINISH 2,24
C527+FABRIC
W18" D18" H19.5"

COFFEE TABLE
3972+FINISH 2,24
GLASS 71815
W42.125" D22" H17.25"

LOUNGE
3977+FINISH 2,24
C532+FABRIC
C532P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W28.5" D32.75" H36.625"

OTTOMAN
3979+FINISH 2,24
C531+FABRIC
C531P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W24.5" D22.25" H22.75"

SPRING LOUNGE
3973+FINISH 2,24
C537+FABRIC
C537P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W35.75" D37" H36.25"
*Residential Use Only

SOFA - 3975+FINISH 2,24
C534+FABRIC
C534P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W75.5" D32.75" H36.625"

END TABLE
3976+FINISH 2,24
GLASS 71805
W20.5" D20.5" H23.25"
AVONDALE
Aluminum

Shown In #31 Slate Gray
AVONDALF
Aluminum
Shown In #31 Slate Gray
AVONDALE
Aluminum
Shown In #31 Slate Gray
The Avondale Collection pays homage to mid-century modern design by featuring deep seating, plush upholstery, and simple lines. Crafted using premium aluminum, this Collection is sure to stand through each season’s elements. Avondale Aluminum and Avondale Teak are both patent pending.

FINISHES

#17 MAHOGANY

#31 SLATE GRAY

FABRIC SHOWN

Deep Seating + Dining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric Code</th>
<th>Fabric Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>Natural White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361</td>
<td>Cast Slate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>Zebra II Slate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td>Bevel Smoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>Porter Stripe Lime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>Natural White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DINING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

CAHABA RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
3620 + FINISH 17,31
W84" D42.5" H29.5"

LOUNGE CHAIR
3401+FINISH 17,31
C595+FABRIC
(Seat Only)
W30.375" D36.625" H32.5"

OTTOMAN
3402+FINISH 17,31
C596+FABRIC
W26" D22" H9.625"

SPRING LOUNGE
3405+FINISH 17,31
C599+FABRIC
W30.375" D38" H32.5"

SOFA
3404+FINISH 17,31
C598+FABRIC
W30.375" D36.625" H32.5"

CAHABA COFFEE TABLE
3822+FINISH 17,31
W46.5" D31.5" H16.25"

CAHABA END TABLE
3821+FINISH 17,31
W24" D24" H21.25"

Cahaba Dining & Occasional Tables Are Designed For Use With Multiple Existing Collections.

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping

Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection
AVONDALE Teak

Shown In #4 Natural Teak
AVONDALE Teak

Shown In #4 Natural Teak
Summer Classics’ founder Bew White began his career as a textile sales representative at his family’s fabric business at Avondale Mills. Our Avondale Collection pays homage with a mid century design in chamfered teak that showcases the plush upholstery. Enjoy a Summer Classics’ premium teak collection at an incredible value.

**FINISHES**

- #4 NATURAL TEAK
- #27 OYSTER TEAK FINISH

**FABRIC SHOWN**

Dining + Deep Seating

- 258 Natural White
- **EXCLUSIVE**
- *139 Tahiti Carbon
- *411 Formation Midnight
- *436 Unison Classic
- 259 Black Canvas
- **EXCLUSIVE**
- 440 Cabana Stripe Midnight

**DINING**

- **ARM CHAIR**
  - 2941+FINISH 4,27
  - C223+FABRIC
  - W22” D24” H35.5”

- **SIDE CHAIR**
  - 2942+FINISH 4,27
  - C224+FABRIC
  - W20.5 D25.5 H36”

- **MODENA RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE**
  - HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
  - 2870+FINISH 4,27
  - W108” D40” H30”

**DEEP SEATING**

*Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)*

- **LOUNGE**
  - 2960+FINISH 4,27
  - C268+FABRIC
  - C268P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  - W30.25” D36.5” H32.5

- **OTTOMAN**
  - 2961+FINISH 4,27
  - C269+FABRIC
  - W25.75” D22” H9.75”

- **SOFA**
  - 2962+FINISH 4,27
  - C276+FABRIC
  - C276P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  - W69.5” D36.5” H32.5

- **Croquet Teak Occasional Tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.**

- **CROQUET TEAK END TABLE**
  - 2836+FINISH 4,27
  - W24” D24” H22”

- **CROQUET TEAK COFFEE TABLE**
  - 2841+FINISH 4,27
  - W50” D30” H16”

- **CROQUET TEAK 40” ROUND COFFEE TABLE**
  - 2839+FINISH 4,27
  - W40” D40” H1.5”

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested

---

**All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping  Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection**

---

36
BALDWIN
Shown In 550 Cast Dove
Baldwin Upholstery

The Baldwin collection creates comfortable outdoor living spaces through its upholstered design. Covered in Sunbrella® Cast Dove Upholstery, the deep seated curves of Baldwin beckon a call for relaxation.

FINISHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baldwin Frames</th>
<th>Majorca Frames</th>
<th>Audrey Tables</th>
<th>Dining Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#50 CAST DOVE</td>
<td>#31 SLATE GRAY</td>
<td>#2 TRAVERTINE</td>
<td>#28 DOVE GRAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SLATE GRAY</td>
<td>SLATE GRAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FABRIC SHOWN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baldwin Lounge and Majorca Dining</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>417 Tropical Silhouette Midnight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371 Marias Classic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258 Natural White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DINING

Majorca Dining Chairs & Superstone Dining Tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.

DEEP SEATING

Audrey, Gillian & Marco Occasional Tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.
The city of Barcelona is known for a unique blend of Spanish and Catalonian languages and cultures. Our Barcelona Collection is distinguished by blending an indoor appeal, with weather-resistant outdoor materials. Constructed with a 360º welded aluminum frame and upholstered side and back panels in Sunbrella Outdoor fabric, our Barcelona was inspired by the modern elegance of transitional wing back furniture.

**FINISHES**

**Frames**
- #17 MAHOGANY /SUNTAN UPHOLSTERY
- #31 SLATE GRAY /CAST ASH UPHOLSTERY

**Club Tables**
- #17 MAHOGANY

**Cahaba Tables**
- #17 MAHOGANY /NATURAL

**FACTOR SHOWN**

*430 Snow Leopard Dove
*262 Spectrum Graphite
*360 Cast Ash
*258 Natural White

**DINING**

Belize Dining Chairs & Cahaba Dining Tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.

**DEEP SEATING**

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

**Belize Arm Chair**
4220+ FINISH 17,31
C516 + FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W22.5” D22.5” H37”

**Belize Side Chair**
4221+ FINISH 17,31
C517 + FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W19” D22.5” H37”

**Cahaba Rectangular Dining Table**
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
3820 + FINISH 17,31
W84” D42.5” H29.5”

**Cahaba & Club Aluminum occasional tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.**

**Cahaba Coffee Table**
3822+FINISH 17,31
W46.5” D31.5” H16.25”

**Club End Table**
3321+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
W22.5” D22.5” H22.5”

**Club Rectangular Coffee Table**
3323+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
W48” D22.5” H19.25”

**Ottoman**
3098+FINISH 17,31
C662+FABRIC
W25.5” D21.5” H14.35”

**Sofa**
3095+FINISH 17,31
C661+FABRIC
C661P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W79.65” D37.4” H37.25”

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested*
Belize
Shown In #17 Mahogany & Natural
BELIZE

Shown In #17 Mahogany & Natural
The X-stretcher on the back of our Belize collection was inspired by fine architecture. 360° welded wrought aluminum forms the frame and arms of this charming collection. The contrast of Natural and Mahogany finishes creates an eye-catching appeal adding style to your outdoor space.

FINISHES

| #17 MAHOGANY /NATURAL | #31 SLATE GRAY /OYSTER |

FABRIC SHOWN

- 101 Linen Dove
- 372 Marais Wren
- 212 Westin Pebble
- 157 Arbor Pebble
- 410 Formation Canvas

DINING

ARM CHAIR
4220+ FINISH 17,31 C516 + FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W22.5" D22.5" H37"

SIDE CHAIR
4221+ FINISH 17,31 C517 + FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W19" D22.5" H37"

CAHABA RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
3820 + FINISH 17,31 W84" D42.5" H29.5"

DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

LOUNGE
4227+ FINISH 17,31 C518 + FABRIC C518P + FABRIC (DREAM) W27.25" D29.5" H36"

OTTOMAN
4229+ FINISH 17,31 C519 + FABRIC W26" D21" H16"

SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE
4222 + FINISH 17,31 C518 + FABRIC C518P + FABRIC (DREAM) W27.25" D29.5" H36"

*Residential Use Only

SOFA 4225+ FINISH 17,31 C520 + FABRIC C520P + FABRIC (DREAM)
THROW PILLOWS (2INC.) 867+FABRIC W76" D29" H36"

CAHABA CONSOLE TABLE
3823+FINISH 17,31 W50" D18.5" H34"

CAHABA COFFEE TABLE
3822+FABRIC 17,31 W46.5" D31.5" H16.25"

CAHABA END TABLE
3821+FINISH 17,31 W24" D24" H21.25"

*Cahaba dining & occasional tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping  Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection *the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
BENTLEY

Shown In #32 Mahogany Chestnut

This Collection is designed for use near the Ocean & other Salt Water Environments
BENTLEY
Shown In #24 Oyster
Relax in our Bentley Collection, where luxury meets low maintenance. As with any intricate design, the difference is in the details. Constructed using our patented N-Dura resin wicker and quick dry reticulated foam, Bentley features cushions built into the frame. Tapered Aluminum legs and delicate resin motifs give a unique elegance to a timeless design.

FINISHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>#24 Oyster/Chestnut</th>
<th>#32 Mahogany/Chestnut</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

FABRIC SHOWN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oyster</td>
<td>Exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ether</td>
<td>192 Satine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opal</td>
<td>175 Flagship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>262 Spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flamingo</td>
<td>Exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>Exclusive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CUSHIONS IN THIS COLLECTION ARE BUILT INTO THE FRAME

- N-Dura Resin Wicker
- Quick Dry Reticulated Foam
- Perforated Aluminum Frame

DEEP SEATING

LOUNGE
3927 + FINISH 24, 32
W35.75” D31.825” H35.875”

SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE
3922 + FINISH 24, 32
W29.5” D31.825” H35.5”
*Residential Use Only

OTTOMAN
3929 + FINISH 24, 32
W24” D23.625” H16.5”

LOVESEAT
3923 + FINISH 24, 32
W57.5” D31.825” H35.875”

SOFA
3924 + FINISH 24, 32
W81.5” D32.625” H35.875”

COFFEE TABLE
3926 + FINISH 24, 32
W36.25” D36.25” H14.5”

END TABLE
3925 + FINISH 24, 32
W20.25” D20.25” H21.25”

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
CHARLESTON
Aluminum
Shown In #21 French Linen
CHARLESTON
Aluminum
Shown In #21 French Linen
CHARLESTON
Aluminum
Shown In #24 Oyster
CHARLESTON Aluminum

Historically one of our oldest port cities, Charleston is known for a rich blend of many cultures and craftsmanship. Our Charleston blends a classic wide plank coastal furniture design with updated proportions and technological sensibility. Designed functionally and aesthetically to be used with or without a cushion, our Euro height seating comfortably sits in between dining and lounge heights, answering the call for a better chat group design.

FINISHES

#17 MAHOGANY  #20 FRENCH LINEN  #24 OYSTER

FABRIC SHOWN
French Linen Sofa + Lounge Chairs:

362 Cast Mist  385 Lattice Storm  258 Natural White  429 Painted Circle Floral Mist

French Linen Dining + Oyster Dining with Sectional:

258 Natural White  457 Linen Snow  453 Sisal Canvas  143 Mindful Citrus

DINING

ARM CHAIR (NOT STACKABLE)
3670+FINISH 17,20,24
C575+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W24.5" D27.75" H35.75"

SIDE CHAIR (STACKABLE)
3671+FINISH 17,20,24
C576+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W19.5" D26.25" H35.75"

BARSTOOL
3678+FINISH 17,20,24
C577+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W18" D21" H44"

This Collection is easily paired with Club Aluminum and Cahaba Dining Tables

CLUB SQUARE DINING TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
3332+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
W44" D44" H30"

CLUB RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
3342+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
W86" D44" H30"

CAHABA RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
3820 + FINISH 17,31
W84" D42.5" H29.5"

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping  Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

This Collection is easily paired with Cahaba, Club Aluminum, and Club & Croquet Teak Occasional Tables
CHARLESTON Teak
Shown In #4 Natural Teak
CHARLESTON
Teak

Shown In #4 Natural Teak
The Charleston Teak collection blends a traditional wide plank coastal furniture design with updated proportions and technological sensibility. In addition to aluminum, Charleston is now executed in marine grade teak, offering the same design in a material capable of withstanding harsh salt water environments. Charleston Teak is available in our exclusive Oyster finish, developed to mimic the coveted silvery grey patina of aged teak giving sophistication to a coastal classic.

FINISHES

#4 NATURAL TEAK  
#27 OYSTER TEAK FINISH

FABRIC SHOWN

Dining Chairs:

379 Cabana Malibu  
441 Muira Pacific  
258 Natural White

DINING

ARM CHAIR
2540+FINISH 4,27  
C681+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)  
W24" D25.125" H36.5"

SIDE CHAIR
2541+FINISH 4,27  
C682+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)  
W20" D24.5" H35.5"

All Teak tables and dining chairs are designed for use with multiple existing collections

DRAKE TEAK ARM CHAIR
2829+FINISH 4,27  
C009+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)  
W25.75" D25" H37.5"

CROQUET TEAK ARM CHAIR
2830+FINISH 4,27  
C030+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)  
W24.25" D27" H37.75"

HALEY ARM CHAIR
2945+FINISH 4,27  
C264+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)  
W22.75" D25.5" H37"

MODENA RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
2870+FINISH 4,27  
W108" D40" H30"

LAKE SHORE RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
2820+FINISH 4,27  
W95.75" D42.25" H30.5"

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
CLASSIC
Shown In #31 Slate Gray
CLASSIC
Shown In #2 Black Walnut
**CLASSIC**

Our traditional wicker collection remains true to classic form, woven with our distinctive diamond back pattern and braided frame. Classic Wicker incorporates generous proportions in its high back and wide arms, woven over our powder-coated, hand-welded aluminum frame to provide you the finest in comfort, durability, and timeless luxury.

### FINISHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#2 BLACK WALNUT</th>
<th>#31 SLATE GRAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### FABRIC SHOWN

**Lounge Chairs:**
- *322 Avila Citrus* (Exclusive)
- *255 Wasabi* (Exclusive)

**Collection In Slate Gray:**
- *99 Highland Stripe Dove* (Slate Gray)
- *139 Tahiti Carbon* (Slate Gray)
- *102 Cast Dove* (Slate Gray)
- *262 Spectrum Graphite* (Slate Gray)
- *457 Linen Snow* (Slate Gray)

### DINING

**SIDE CHAIR**
- 3101+FINISH 2,31
- CUSHION 868+FABRIC
  (SEAT ONLY)
- W20” D21.5” H37.5”

### DEEP SEATING

**Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)**

**PLANTATION ROCKER**
- 3114+FINISH 2,31
- CUSHION 814+FABRIC
  (SEAT ONLY)
- W28.5” D35.5” H37”
  *Residential Use Only*

**SINGLE GLIDER**
- 3124+FINISH 2,31
- CUSHION 870+FABRIC
  (SEAT ONLY)
- W28.5” D29” H37.5”
  *Residential Use Only*

**LOUNGE CHAIR**
- 3107+FINISH 2,31
- CUSHION 863+FABRIC
  863P+FABRIC (DREAM)
- W33.5” D34.5” H37.5”

**OTTOMAN**
- 3111+FINISH 2,31
- CUSHION C130+FABRIC
  7” CUSHIONS C190+FABRIC
- W27” D73.5” H41.5”

**SWIVEL GLIDER**
- 3128+FINISH 2,31
- CUSHION C132+FABRIC
  C132P+FABRIC (DREAM)
- W34” D35.5” H36”
  *Residential Use Only*

**RECLINER**
- 3117+FINISH 2,31
- C869+FABRIC
- C869+FABRIC (DREAM)
- W27” D73.5” H41.5”

**CHAISE LOUNGE**
- 3123+FINISH 2,31
- 3” CUSHION C130+FABRIC
  7” CUSHIONS C190+FABRIC
- W27” D73.5” H41.5”

**SOFA**
- 3105+FINISH 2,31
- CUSHION 861+FABRIC
  861P+FABRIC (DREAM)
- W82” D33.5” H37.5”

**COFFEE TABLE**
- 3129+FINISH 2,31
- GLASS 72455
- W46.25” D29” H18”

**END TABLE**
- 3126+FINISH 2,31
- GLASS 72445
- W29” D23” H22”

---

*All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping. Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection.*

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested*
CLUB Aluminum
Shown In #17 Mahogany
CLUB Aluminum
Shown In #17 Mahogany
The beauty of the products in our Club collection is the versatility to be used individually or to mix with multiple other collections. Executed in our durable wrought aluminum and finished in a variety of Summer Classics® exclusive finishes; the Club items are perfect for any outdoor space.

**FINISHES**

- #11 SANDALWOOD *select tables only
- #17 MAHOGANY
- #20 FRENCH LINEN *select items only
- #24 OYSTER *select items only
- #31 SLATE GRAY

**DINING**

- **CLUB SIDE CHAIR**
  3331 + FINISH 17, 24, 31
  C311 + FABRIC
  W19.75" D24.5" H37.5"

- **CROQUET ARM CHAIR**
  3330 + FINISH 17, 24, 31
  C310 + FABRIC
  W24.25" D25.5" H37.75"

- **CLUB 24" BARSTOOL**
  3328 + FINISH 17, 24, 31
  C013 + FABRIC
  W17" D22" H39"

- **CLUB 30" BARSTOOL**
  3329 + FINISH 17, 24, 31
  C013 + FABRIC
  W17" D22" H45"

- **CLUB SQUARE DINING TABLE**
  HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
  3332 + FINISH 11, 17, 20, 24, 31
  W44" D44" H30"

- **CLUB RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE**
  HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
  3342 + FINISH 11, 17, 20, 24, 31
  W84" D44" H30"

- **ARM CHAIRS**
  Arm chairs are part of the Croquet Aluminum collection; however, they are designed for use with multiple existing collections.

**DEEP SEATING**

- **CLUB SLATTED ROCKER**
  3334 + FINISH 17, 20
  C015 + FABRIC
  W24" D34" H39"
  *Residential Use Only

- **CLUB 60" BENCH**
  3325 + FINISH 17, 24, 31
  C012 + FABRIC
  W60" D16" H16.75"

- **CLUB ADIRONDACK CHAIR**
  3320 + FINISH 17, 20
  C010 + FABRIC
  W27.75" D33.5" H38"

- **CLUB ADIRONDACK OTTOMAN**
  3321 + FINISH 17, 20
  W23" D22" H14.5"

- **CLUB SQ. COFFEE TABLE**
  HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
  3341 + FINISH 17, 20, 24, 31
  W42" D42" H17.25"

- **CLUB RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE**
  3323 + FINISH 11, 17, 20, 24, 31
  W48" D22.5" H19.25"

- **CLUB END TABLE**
  3336 + FINISH 11, 17, 20, 24, 31
  W22.5" D22.5" H21"

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested*
CLUB Teak
Shown In #4 Natural Teak
CLUB Teak
Shown In #4 Natural Teak
This Collection is designed for use near the Ocean & other Salt Water Environments.
Teak timber is highly valued for its durability and water resistance, particularly near salt water environments. Our Club Teak collection is constructed using marine-grade teak with mortise and tenon joinery. It includes a versatile corner piece that can function as a left or right arm allowing the freedom to fit your lifestyle. Available in natural teak or an Oyster finish, specifically designed to mimic the coveted look of the silvery gray patina natural teak develops as it ages.

FINISHES

| #4 NATURAL TEAK | #27 OYSTER TEAK FINISH |

FINISHES FABRIC SHOWN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chaises</th>
<th>Teak Sectional + Lounges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>211 Classic Linen Natural</td>
<td>EXCLUSIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396 Shibori Citron</td>
<td>EXCLUSIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413 Leafy Frame Citron</td>
<td>EXCLUSIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>456 Linen Citron</td>
<td>EXCLUSIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>457 Linen Snow</td>
<td>EXCLUSIVE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Natural Teak Dining:

| 258 Natural White | 457 Linen Snow | 453 Sisal Canvas | 413 Mindful Citrus |

DINING

CROQUET TEAK ARM CHAIR
2830+FINISH 4,27
C030+FABRIC(SEAT ONLY)
W24.25" D27" H37.75"

CROQUET TEAK SIDE CHAIR
2831+FINISH 4,27
C031+FABRIC(SEAT ONLY)
W19.75" D24.5" H37.75"

CROQUET TEAK BARSTOOL
2838+FINISH 4,27
C036+FABRIC(SEAT ONLY)
W17" D21" H45"

LAKESHORE RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
2820+FINISH 4,27
W95.75" D42.25" H30.5"

RECTANGULAR FARM TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
2842+FINISH 4,27
W78" D42" H30.5"

42" SQUARE FARM TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
2843+FINISH 4,27
W42" D42" H30.5"

All Teak Dining Tables Are Designed For Use With Multiple Existing Collections

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
DEEP SEATING

*Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)*

LOUNGE 2857+FINISH 4,27
C647+FABRIC
C647P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W31” D33” H31.8”

CHAISE LOUNGE-HAS A WHEEL
2863+FINISH 4,27
C548 + FABRIC
W26.375” D82.375” H40.625”

BENCH
2850+FINISH 4,27
C646+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W59.25” D26” H38.25”

BACKLESS 60” BENCH
2854+FINISH 4,27
C648+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W59” D15.8” H16”

COFFEE TABLE
2856+FINISH 4,27
W48” D26.375” H18.375”

END TABLE
2855+FINISH 4,27
W22.7 D22.7 H21”

SECTIONAL CORNER, LF, RF
2844+FINISH 4,27
C640 + FABRIC
C640P + FABRIC (DREAM)
W33.5” D33.5” H31.5”

SECTIONAL SLIPPER
2845+FINISH 4,27
C641 + FABRIC
C641P + FABRIC (DREAM)
W26.75” D33.5” H31.5”

SECTIONAL OTTOMAN
2846+FINISH 4,27
C642 + FABRIC
W 26.75” D 27.5” H 12”

DEEP SEATING

2 CORNERS FACING
67”
34”

2 CORNERS FACING + SLIPPER + OTTOMAN
94”

2 CORNERS + 4 SLIPPERS
121”
Elegant and enthralling, the plush, gentle curves of the Club Woven collection call for ultimate relaxation. Weave the joy-filled moments of everyday life into the richly colored wicker that’s sure to remain through each season of life.

CLUB Woven

Shown In #24 Oyster
CLUB Woven
Shown In #24 Oyster
CLUB Woven
Shown In #24 Oyster
The Club Woven Collection is the resin version of the aluminum Club collection. Club Woven is hand woven in our exclusive N-dura resin polyethylene and finished in Oyster or Black Walnut. This collection also includes a versatile corner piece that allows functionality to use as both a right and left arm piece. The comfort of Club with the classic look and durability of resin will be perfect for any outdoor space.

**FINISHES**

- #2 BLACK WALNUT
- #24 OYSTER
- #31 SLATE GRAY

Collection in Oyster:

- *102 Cast Dove
- *466 Motion 1/2 Scale Dove
- *461 Whisper Smoke

**FABRIC SHOWN**

Collection in Oyster:

- *380 Nara Indigo
- *382 Wire Indigo
- *458 Linen Indigo
- *407 Durham Royalty
- *453 Sisal Canvas

**DINING**

- **CHARLESTON ARM CHAIR**
  3670+FINISH 17,20,24
  C575+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  W24.5” D27.75” H35.75”

- **CHARLESTON SIDE CHAIR**
  3671+FINISH 17,20,24
  C576+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  W19.5” D26.25” H35.75”

- **SKYE ARM CHAIR**
  3580+FINISH 2, 24, 31
  C480+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  W23” D26” H36.5”

- **SKYE SIDE CHAIR**
  3581+FINISH 2, 24, 31
  C485+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  W20.5” D23.25” H34.25”

- **SKYE EURO LOUNGE**
  3588+FINISH 2, 24, 31
  C476+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  W25.5” D27.5” H36.5”

- **CLUB SQUARE DINING TABLE**
  HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
  3332+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
  W44” D44” H30”

- **CLUB RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE**
  HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
  3342+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
  W86” D44” H30”

- **VISTA 48” ROUND DINING TABLE TOP**
  3829+FINISH 2,17,31
  W48” D48” H1.5”

- **CORT DINING BASE**
  3290+FINISH
  2,17,20,24,31
  W31” D31” H28”

---

*All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping. Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection.*

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested*
DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

LOUNGE CHAIR
3627+FINISH 2,24,31
C588+FABRIC
C588P+FABRIC(DREAM)
W33” D32.5” H29.25”

SWIVEL GLIDER
3626+FINISH 2,24,31
C589+FABRIC
C589P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W33” D32.5” H29.5”
*RResidential Use Only

OTTOMAN
3622+FINISH 2,24,31
C587+FABRIC
W26” D26” H13”

SOFA
3627+FINISH 2,24,31
C650+FABRIC
C650P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W89” D33” H29.25”

SECTIONAL CORNER, LAF, RAF
3620+FINISH 2,24,31
C585+FABRIC
C585P+FABRIC(DREAM)
W33.5” D33.5” H29.5”

SECTIONAL SLIPPER
3621+FINISH 2,24,31
C586+FABRIC
C586P+FABRIC(DREAM)
W27” D33.5” H29.5”

INSIDE ROUND CORNER
3623+FINISH 2,24,31
C549+FABRIC
C549P+FABRIC(DREAM)
W40.25” D35.25” H29”

OUTSIDE ROUND CORNER
3624+FINISH 2,24,31
C550+FABRIC
C550P+FABRIC(DREAM)
W40.25” D35.25” H29”

CLUB/SKYE WOVEN
COFFEE TABLE
3589+FINISH 2,24,31
GLASS 71525
W42.5” D20.5” H18”

CLUB/SKYE WOVEN
END TABLE
3586+FINISH 2,24,31
GLASS 71575
W20” D20” H22”

This Collection is designed for use near the Ocean & other Salt Water Environments.
Modern in design, but minimal in nature. Shed the chaos of life when you step through the door and lounge in the richness of simplicity. While the city buzzes beneath your balcony, you shift your gaze above to the stars slipping beneath the covers of the lavender colored sky. Tomorrow you’ll be rested and ready because of the time you invested tonight to cease working and relax.
COAST
Shown In #4 Natural Teak & Canvas Sling
COAST
Shown In #53 Heather Gray Sling
Coast combines clean contemporary lines with the functionality of worry free materials. Constructed using plantation grown teak, Coast features hand carved teak frames and taupe sling upholstery. The simplicity associated with modern designs along with stainless steel accents and mortise and tenon joinery put Coast at the top of the outdoor sling category.

## FINISHES

- #4 TEAK/CANVAS SLING
- #53 TEAK/HEATHER GRAY SLING
- 262 Spectrum Graphite (headrest cushion only)

## FABRIC SHOWN

## DINING

- **ARM CHAIR**
  - #4 Finish 4,53
  - W22.25" D24" H31"

- **SIDE CHAIR**
  - #4 Finish 4,53
  - W19.25" D24" H31"

- **BARSTOOL**
  - #4 Finish 4,53
  - W18" D22.5" H39.375"

- **BACKLESS BARSTOOL**
  - #4 Finish 4,53
  - W20.125" D13.75" H30"

- **COAST EXTENSION TABLE**
  - #4 Finish 4,53
  - W39.25" D94" H29.5"
  - W39.25" D117.5" H29.5" (WHEN EXTENDED)

- **COAST BAR TABLE**
  - #4 Finish 4,53
  - W50" D18.5" H34"

## DEEP SEATING

- **LOUNGE**
  - #4 Finish 4,53
  - W27" D28" H29.5"

- **EASY CHAIR**
  - #4 Finish 4,53
  - HEADREST CUSHION C234+FABRIC
  - W27" D43" H33"

- **OTTOMAN/STOOL**
  - #4 Finish 4,53
  - W27" D21.5" H14"

- **CHAISE/SUNBED**
  - #4 Finish 4,53
  - W26.5" D78" H14"
Whether enjoying a quiet weeknight at home or weekend entertaining with a crowd, the Croquet Aluminum beckons you outdoors with its redefined beauty and luxury. Create an alluring escape with deep seating lounge pieces and stylish dining sets that provide a welcoming natural and relaxed feel.
CROQUET

Shown In #17 Mahogany

Aluminum
CROQUET
Aluminum
Shown In #24 Oyster
CROQUET Aluminum Patented

The lawn game croquet bloomed in the 19th century, becoming the vogue leisure sport for the European gentry of that day. Our Croquet, patent pending, embodies the refinement and elegance of this classic sport through our durable Oyster, Slate Gray, and Mahogany finishes over a robust extruded aluminum frame. We invite you to enjoy the updated design of Croquet, and possibly a game or two…

FINISHES

#17 MAHOGANY
#24 OYSTER
#31 SLATE GRAY

Mahogany, Lounge Chairs, Springs, Sofa, & Ottoman

*101 Linen Dove
*410 Formation Canvas
*442 Cast Pebble
*427 Zebra II Pebble
*461 Whisper Smoke

FABRIC SHOWN

Slate Gray Dining, Lounge Chairs, Springs, Sofa, & Ottoman

211 Classic Linen Natural
262 Spectrum Graphite
205 Avila Silver
117 Bandeau Dove
426 Zebra II Slate

DINING

CROQUET ARM CHAIR
3330+FINISH 17,24,31
C310+FABRIC W24.25" D25.5" H37.75"

CLUB SIDE CHAIR
3331+FINISH 17,24,31
C311+FABRIC W19.75" D24.5" H37.5"

CLUB 24" BARSTOOL
3328+FINISH 17,24,31
C013+FABRIC W17" D22" H39"

CLUB 30" BARSTOOL
3329+FINISH 17,24,31
C013+FABRIC W17" D22" H45"

CAHABA RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
3820+FINISH 17,31
W84" D42.5" H29.5"

Side chairs and Dining Tables are part of the Club Aluminum collection; however, they were designed for use with multiple existing collections.

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping
Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection
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DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

LOUNGE CHAIR
3337+FINISH 17,24,31
C312+FABRIC (DREAM)
C312P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W32" D35.75" H37.75"

OTTOMAN
3340+FINISH 17,24,31
C315+FABRIC
W25" D20.5" H12.5"

SPRING LOUNGE
3348+FINISH 17,24,31
C314+FABRIC
C314P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W32" D35.75" H37.75"
*Residential Use Only

SOFA
3335+FINISH 17,24,31
C313+FABRIC
C313P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W76" D35.75" H37.75"

CLUB 60" BENCH
3325 + FINISH 17,24,31
C012 + FABRIC
W60" D16" H16.75"

CHAISE LOUNGE
3333 + FINISH 17,24,31
C014 + FABRIC
W27.75" D66.75" H38"

All Cahaba, Club, and Superstone occasional tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections

CLUB RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE
3323+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
W48" D22.5" H19.25"

CLUB SQUARE COFFEE TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
3341+FINISH 17,20,24,31
W42" D42" H17.25"

CLUB END TABLE
3336+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
W22.5" D22.5" H22.5"

CAHABA COFFEE TABLE
3822+FINISH 17,31
W46.5" D31.5" H16.25"

CAHABA END TABLE
3821+FINISH 17,31
W24" D24" H21.25"

CAROLINE NESTING TABLES 6411+FINISH 2,5
W36" D36" H16.5"

ELLA COFFEE TABLE
4413+FINISH 2,5
W36" D36" H16.5"

ELLA END TABLE
4410+FINISH 2,5
W20" D20" H22.5"
CROQUET Teak

Shown In #4 Natural Teak
The lawn game croquet bloomed in the 19th century, becoming the vogue leisure sport for the European gentry of that day. Our Croquet, patent pending, embodies the refinement and elegance of this classic sport through our durable Teak frames. Available in natural teak or a Oyster finish, specifically designed to mimic the coveted look of the silvery grey patina natural teak develops as it ages. We invite you to enjoy the updated design of Croquet, and possibly a game or two…

FINISHES

#4 NATURAL TEAK

#27 OYSTER TEAK FINISH

FABRIC SHOWN

On Natural Teak Recliners & Dining

379 Cabana Malibu
441 Muira Pacific
258 Natural White

On Natural Teak Dining

*101 Linen Dove
*410 Formation Canvas
*442 Cast Pebble
* 457 Linen Snow
*389 Orbital Linen

DINING

ARM CHAIR
2830+FINISH 4,27
C030+FABRIC
(Seat only)
W24.25” D27” H37.75”

SIDE CHAIR
2831+FINISH 4,27
C031+FABRIC
(Seat only)
W19.75” D24.5” H37.75”

BARSTOOL
2838+FINISH 4,27
C036+FABRIC
(Seat only)
W17” D21” H45”

This Collection is designed for use with Multiple Teak Dining Tables

RECTANGULAR FARM TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
2842+FINISH 4,27
W78” D42” H30.5”

LAKESHORE RECTANGUALR DINING TABLE
2820+FINISH 4,27
W95.75” D42.25” H30.5”

42” SQUARE FARM TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
2843+FINISH 4,27
W42” D42” H30.5”

MODENA RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
2870+FINISH 4,27
W108” D40” H30”

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping

Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection
Deep Seating

Occasional Tables from the Club Teak Collection are designed for use with multiple existing collections.

This Collection is designed for use with Multiple Teak Dining Tables.

This Collection is designed for use near the Ocean & other Salt Water Environments.
DELRAY
Shown In #41 Stainless Steel & Sling
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DELRAY
Shown In #41 Stainless Steel & Sling
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DELRAY
Shown In #41 Stainless Steel & Sling
A new modern classic, the Delray collection features a comfortable, durable, and dynamic design made of duo sling and marine grade stainless steel. Delray features slow growth teak accents inlaid into the arms of the stainless steel frames, allowing Delray to be mixed with a variety of dining and occasional table options. This Collection is designed to be used without a cushion.

FINISHES

**Frames**
- #41 Stainless Steel/Batyline Teak Inlay

**Cirrus Tables**
- #41 Stainless Steel/Charcoal Superstone

DINING

- **Delray Arm Chair**
  - 686041
  - W23.5" D25.5" H36.75"

- **Delray Bar Cart**
  - 281044
  - W42.5" D23.5" H32"

- **Cirrus 38"x72" Rectangular Dining Table**
  - 687540
  - W38" D72" H29.5"

- **Cirrus 36" Square Dining Table**
  - 687440
  - W36" D36" H29.5"

DEEP SEATING

- **Delray Lounge**
  - 686241
  - W28" D31" H33.25"

- **Delray Chaise**
  - 686141
  - W27.25" D85" H11.5"

- **Delray Ottoman**
  - 686341
  - W26" D22" H14"

Dining & Occasional Tables from the Cirrus & Croquet Teak Collections are designed for use with multiple existing collections.

- **Croquet Teak 40" Round Coffee Table**
  - 2839+Finish 4,27
  - W40" D40" H1.5"

- **Croquet Teak End Table**
  - 2836+Finish 4,27
  - W24" D24" H22"

- **Cirrus Coffee Table**
  - 685040
  - W40" D22" H16"

- **Cirrus End Table**
  - 685140
  - W22.5" D22.5" H21"
DELRAY Woven

Shown In #31 Slate Gray
DELRAy Woven
Shown In #31 Slate Gray
DELRAY Woven

Shown In #34 Slate Gray
The Delray Woven collection mixes the nostalgic and timeless material of Resin Wicker with clean lines in a comfortable, durable, and dynamic design that will stand up to the elements for years to come. The simplistic Collection is designed for use without a cushion.

### FINISHES

**Frames**

- **#31 SLATE GRAY**

**Cahaba Table**

- **#31 SLATE GRAY /OYSTER**

**Ella Table**

- **#31 SLATE GRAY /OYSTER**

### DINING

- **DELRAY WOVEN ARM CHAIR**
  - 281131
  - W24.75" D28.5" H37.125"

- **CAHABA RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE**
  - HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
  - 3820 + FINISH 17,31
  - W84" D42.5" H29.5"

### DEEP SEATING

- **DELRAY WOVEN LOUNGE**
  - 281331
  - W29.75" D31.5" H34.125"

- **DELRAY WOVEN CHAISE**
  - 281231
  - W28" D84" H35.375"

- **ELLA END TABLE**
  - 4410+FINISH 2,5
  - W20" D20" H22.5"

- **ELLA COFFEE TABLE**
  - 4413+FINISH 2,5
  - W36" D36" H16.5"

*Ella occasional tables and Cahaba dining tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.*
HALEY

Shown In #4 Natural Teak
HALEY
Shown In #4 Natural Teak
HALEY
Shown In #4 Natural Teak
Premium teak in a chamfered lattice back design, our Haley offers classic styling with lush cushions and sumptuous proportions. The simplicity of the X back design allows Haley to be easily mixed with any teak collection. Haley also features a versatile bench in 2 different sizes that can be used at the dining table in addition to in the garden.

FINISHES

| #4 NATURAL TEAK | #27 OYSTER TEAK FINISH |

FABRIC SHOWN

On Natural Teak Dining

- 362 Cast Mist
- 385 Lattice Storm
- 443 Mysteria Mist

On Natural Teak Benches + Deep Seating

- 288 Natural White
- 196 Bevel Smoke
- 262 Spectrum Graphite

FINISHES

| #4 NATURAL TEAK | #27 OYSTER TEAK FINISH |

DINING

- ARM CHAIR 2945+FINISH 4,27 C266+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W22.75” D25.5” H37”
- SIDE CHAIR 2947+FINISH 4,27 C265+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W20.75” D24.75” H37”
- 48” BENCH 2949+FINISH 4,27 C266+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W48” D25.5” H37”
- 60” BENCH 2950+FINISH 4,27 C267+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W61.5” D25.5” H37”
- LOUNGE 2946+FINISH 4,27 C262+FABRIC C262P+FABRIC (DREAM) W29” D35.5” H37.5”
- CROQUET TEAK OTTOMAN 2840+FINISH 4,27 C035+FABRIC W25” D20.5” H12”
- SOFA 2948+FINISH 4,27 C263+FABRIC C263P+FABRIC (DREAM) W79” D35.5” H37.5”

DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (B67+Fabric)

- 36” SQUARE TOP W/ UMBRELLA HOLE 2859+FINISH 4,27 W36” D36” H16.375
- CROQUET TEAK END TABLE 2836+FINISH 4,27 W24” D24” H22”
- CLUB TEAK PEDESTAL COFFEE TABLE BASE 2851+FINISH 4,27 W32.5” D32.5” H17”

This Collection is designed for use with Multiple Teak Dining & Occasional Tables

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping

All Deep Seating Cushions are now available in Dream Cushion

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
HALO

Shown In #24 Oyster

135
The finesse and grace of our Halo collection invites tranquility and eye-catching simplicity with double woven panels of N-dura™ resin wicker that conform to the body in exquisite form. Excellent for coastal and lake front use, Halo is a divinely contemporary alternative to the Adirondack chair. Halo is designed by Robert Taunton.
HELENA

Shown In #50 Cast Dove
HELENA
Shown In #50 Cast Dove
HELENA
Shown In #50 Cast Dove
HELENA

Convey the feel of indoor style with the Helena Upholstery collection brings a fresh look to outdoor furniture. Made with 100% outdoor approved upholstery and covered in Sunbrella Cast Dove outdoor fabric, the Collection is completed with deep seated design.

FINISHES

Frames: #50 CAST DOVE UPHOLSTERY
Dining Table: #28 DOVE GRAY / SLATE GRAY
Herrin Tables: #35 EBONY / TRAVERTINE
Ella Tables: #5 SLATE GRAY / TRAVERTINE

FABRIC SHOWN

Dining Chairs + Deep Seating
409 Botanical Peony
450 Porter Stripe Lime
457 Linen Snow
417 Tropical Silhouette Midnight

FINISHES FABRIC SHOWN

#50 CAST DOVE
#28 DOVE GRAY
#35 EBONY
#5 SLATE GRAY

UPHOLSTERY

FINISHES FABRIC SHOWN

UPHOLSTERY

DINING

SIDE CHAIR 409750 C632 W18.5" D27.375" H38.25"

SUPERSTONE 42" ROUND TOP
1819+FINISH 2, 5, 28
W42” D42” H1.5”
ELLA DINING TABLE BASE
441131 W26.75" D26.75” H28.75”

DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

LOUNGE 409550 C601 C601P (DREAM) W29.5" D35.5" H40"
OTTOMAN 409650 C602 W29.25" D22.5" H14.75"
SWIVEL GLIDER CHAIR 409850 C604/C604P (DREAM) W29.5" D36.375" H40"
SOFA 409950 C603 C603P (DREAM) W79.375" D34.75" H36"

CROQUET TEAK
40" ROUND
COFFEE TABLE
2839+FINISH 4, 27
W40” D40” H1.5”

HERRIN NESTING TABLES 68735
W22” D22” H25”

CROQUET TEAK END TABLE
2836+FINISH 4, 27
W24” D24” H22”

ELLA END TABLE
4410+FINISH 2.5
W20” D20” H22.5”

CROQUET TEAK, Herrin, and Ella dining & occasional tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping

Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection
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LATTICE
Shown In #20 French Linen
LATTICE

Shown In #20 French Linen
LATTICE

The classic Lattice pattern is known the world over for the distinctive diagonal lines, as well as the ability to translate into an array of architectural and industrial designs. Executed in our durable cast aluminum and finished in French Linen and Slate Gray, Lattice is available in dining and lounge pieces to suit any outdoor space.

FINISHES

Collection Frames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finish Code</th>
<th>Finish Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#20</td>
<td>FRENCH LINEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#31</td>
<td>SLATE GRAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Collection in Slate Gray

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finish Code</th>
<th>Finish Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>BLACK WALNUT /SLATE GRAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>TRAVERTINE /SLATE GRAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Collection in French Linen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finish Code</th>
<th>Finish Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#20</td>
<td>FRENCH LINEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#31</td>
<td>SLATE GRAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FABRIC SHOWN

Collection in Slate Gray

117 Bandeau Dove
102 Cast Dove
101 Linen Dove
99 Highland Stripe Dove

Collection in French Linen

79 Cabana Cobalt
181 Flash Cobalt
211 Classic Linen Natural
75 Interactive Cobalt

DINING

ARM CHAIR
4500+FINISH 20,31
C658+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W24” D26” H35.75”

VISTA 40” ROUND DINING TABLE
3828+FINISH 2,17,31
W40” D40” H1.5”

VISTA 48” ROUND DINING TABLE
3829+FINISH 2,17,31
W48” D48” H1.5”

CORT DINING BASE
3290+FINISH
2,17,20,24,31
W31” D31” H28”

Oxford, Vista & Superstone Dining Tables are Designed for Use with Multiple Existing Collections

48” OXFORD ROUND TOP
4813+FINISH 2,17,20,31
(WITH HOLE)
W47.75” D47.75” H1”

CORT BASE
3290+FINISH
2,17,20,24,31
W31” D31” H28”

80X38 OXFORD RECT TOP
4814+FINISH 2,17,20,31
(WITH HOLE)
37.5” D81” H0.875”

CORT RECT BASE
4714+FINISH
2,17,20,24,31
W51” D27” H28”

84"X40” SUPERSTONE RECTANGULAR TOP
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
1806+FINISH 2,5,28

TRESTLE DINING BASE
641231
W60” D20.25” H29.5”

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping
Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection
DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

LOUNGE CHAIR
4507+FINISH 20,31
C655+FABRIC
C655P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W30.25" D35.25" H36.75"

OTTOMAN
4508+FINISH 20,31
C657+FABRIC
W24" D20" H12"

SPRING LOUNGE
4509+FINISH 20,31
C654+FABRIC
C654P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W30.25" D35.25" H36.75"
*Residential Use Only

SOFA
4505+FINISH 20,31
C656+FABRIC
C656P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W80" D35.25" H36.75"

Cottage & Ella Occasional Tables are Designed for Use with Multiple Existing Collections

COTTAGE COFFEE TABLE
4011+FINISH 2,17,20,24,31
W40" D22" H16"

COTTAGE ROUND END TABLE
4006+FINISH 2,17,20,24,31
W22" D22" H26.75"

ELLA COFFEE TABLE
4413+FINISH 2.5
W36" D36" H16.5"

ELLA END TABLE
4410+FINISH 2.5
W20" D20" H22.5"

CAROLINE NESTING TABLES 6411+FINISH 2.5
W36" D36" H16.5"

GILLIAN END TABLE
6410+FINISH 2.5
W24" D24" H24.4"
LONDON

Shown In #24 Oyster
LONDON

Shown in #2 Black Walnut
LONDON

Our London collection is inspired by old world design from 'Charles of London', incorporating polyethylene, 3mm round, N-dura™ Resin, woven over our sturdy 360 degree welded aluminum frame featuring replaceable teak legs. With comfort rolled arms and generous proportions, London provides you with the finest in comfort, durability and classic luxury.

FINISHES

#2 BLACK WALNUT
#24 OYSTER

FABRIC SHOWN

Oyster Spring Lounges

#452 Rumor Flamingo
#115 Mosaic Coral
#102 Cast Dove

Black Walnut Deep Seating

#452 Rumor Flamingo
#446 Plumarious Flamingo
#258 Natural White

DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

LOUNGE
3447+FINISH 2,24
C567+FABRIC
C567P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W36" D38.5" H33.5"

OTTOMAN
3441+FINISH 2,24
C569+FABRIC
W27" D24" H14"

SPRING LOUNGE
3448 + FINISH 2,24
C563 + FABRIC
C563P + FABRIC (DREAM)
W36" D38.5" H33.5"
*Residential Use Only

SOFA 3445+FINISH 2,24
C568+FABRIC
C568P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W86" D38.5" H33.5"

Croquet Teak, Modena, & Ella Occasional Tables are Designed for Use with Multiple Existing Collections

CROQUET TEAK
CROQUET TEAK END TABLE
2841+FINISH 4,27
W50" D30" H16"

2836+FINISH 4,27
W24" D24" H22"

MODENA COFFEE TABLE
MODENA END TABLE
2872+FINISH 4,27
W48" D24" H16"

28734+FINISH 4,27
W36" D36" H16.5"

ELLA COFFEE TABLE
ELLA END TABLE
4413+FINISH 2.5
W36" D36" H16.5"

4410+FINISH 2.5
W20" D20" H22.5"

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested.
MAJORCA
Shown In #31 Slate Gray
MAJORCA

Shown In #31 Slate Gray
MAJORCA

A picturesque island off the coast of Spain, Majorca inspired master artists Chopin and Miro. With large proportions and overstuffed cushions, this collection envelops the sitter in optimal comfort. This high back group is designed for comfort first, but in a robust and durable wrought aluminum design.

FINISHES

- Majorca
- Audrey Tables
- Dining Table:

  - #31 SLATE GRAY
  - #2 TRAVERTINE /SLATE GRAY
  - #28 DOVE GRAY /SLATE GRAY

FABRIC SHOWN

- Dining
  - 258 Natural White
  - 371 Marais Classic

- Lounge Chairs + Sofa
  - 357 Avila Silver
  - 102 Cast Dove
  - 262 Spectrum Graphite

DINING

ARM CHAIR
423631
C458+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W27.25" D28.75" H38.875"

SIDE CHAIR
423731
459+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W24.5" D26.75" H38.875"

84"X40" SUPERSTONE RECTANGULAR TOP
HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
1806+FINISH 2,5,28
TRESTLE DINING BASE
641231
W60" D20.25" H29.5"

DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

LOUNGE
424031
C416+FABRIC
C416P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W29.5" D37.25" H41.5"

SPRING
LOUNGE 423931
C419+FABRIC
C419P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W29.5" D37.25" H41.5"

OTTOMAN
424131
C418P+FABRIC
W28.75" D21.5" H12.5"

SWIVEL ROCKING
LOUNGE 423831
C419+FABRIC
C419P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W29.5" D37.25" H41.5"

SOFA
424231
C417+FABRIC
C417P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W83" D37.25" H41.5"

AUDREY END TABLE
6872+FINISH 2,5
W18.25" D18.25" H25"

AUDREY COFFEE TABLE
6871+FINISH 2,5
W36" D36" H16.25"

Audrey occasional tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping

Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection
PACIFIC
Shown In #30 Kubu and Teak
**Our Pacific outdoor furniture Collection is a historical throwback to classic outdoor materials and transitional style.**

Inspired by nature, our beige sand colored UV resistant resin wicker called Kubu is woven in an elegant silhouette with wide proportions for optimal sit. Lounge and Sofa arms are capped with heat displacing teak for a back to the basics beauty in style and comfort.

---

**FINISH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>Frames</th>
<th>Joanna Table</th>
<th>Largo Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#30 KUBU/TEAK</td>
<td>#39 KUBU WEAVE</td>
<td>#34 RAFFIA/BASKETWEAVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FABRIC SHOWN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric</th>
<th>Deep Seating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99 Highland Stripe Dove</td>
<td>212 Westin Pebble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234 Meridian Putty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**DEEP SEATING**

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

---

**Teak Occasional Tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections**

- **CROQUET TEAK COFFEE TABLE**
  - 2841+FINISH 4,27
  - W50" D30" H16"

- **CROQUET TEAK END TABLE**
  - 2836+FINISH 4,27
  - W24" D24" H22"

- **JOANNA END TABLE**
  - 4310+FINISH 24,39
  - W20.5" D20.5" H20"

- **LARGO COFFEE TABLE**
  - 431134
  - GLASS INCLUDED
  - W40" D40" H17.25"

**Echo, Joanna, & Rio End Tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections & available in Kubu Resin and multiple unique weave patterns**

---

**All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping**

**Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection**
The sophisticated modern design of the Peninsula with an exquisite open weave brings a light and airy feel to alfresco spaces. Blending high style with the practical, the deep seating with high back cushions let you enjoy the outdoors in luxury and fashion.
PENINSULA

Shown In #17 Mahogany/Chestnut
The open weave of the Peninsula Collection gives a light and airy feel to this sophisticated modern design. Peninsula is finished in our ultra realistic Raffia resin wicker and Sandalwood three step finish for a worry free experience with the look of natural materials. The Peninsula deep seating pieces feature rolled high back cushions for added comfort.

FINISHES
Frames:
- #17 MAHOGANY/CHESTNUT
- #37 RAFFIA/SANDALWOOD

FABRIC SHOWN
Raffia/Sandalwood Dining
- Exclusive: 143 Mindful Citrus
- Exclusive: 255 Wasabi
- Exclusive: 322 Avila Citrus

Raffia Dining Chairs + Deep Seating, Chestnut Sofa
- Exclusive: 101 Linen Dove
- Exclusive: 102 Cast Dove
- Exclusive: 203 Sponge Pumice
- Exclusive: 99 Highland Stripe Dove

DINING
- ARM CHAIR
  - 4230+FINISH 17,37
  - C525+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  - W23.5" D27.5" H38"

- SIDE CHAIR
  - 4231+FINISH 17,37
  - C526+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  - W19" D27.5" H38.5"

- CLUB RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE W/UMBRELLA HOLE
  - 3342+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
  - W86" D44" H30"

- CLUB SQUARE DINING TABLE W/UMBRELLA HOLE
  - 3332+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
  - W44" D44" H30"

DEEP SEATING
Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

- LOUNGE CHAIR
  - 4232+FINISH 17,37
  - C521+FABRIC
  - W30" D36" H40"

- OTTOMAN
  - 4233+FINISH 17,37
  - C523+FABRIC
  - W22.5" D22.5" H21"

- SPEAKER SPRING LOUNGE
  - 4206+FINISH 17,37
  - C524+FABRIC (DREAM)
  - W30.25" D36.5" H40" *Residential Use Only

- SWIVEL GLIDER
  - 4205+FINISH 17,37
  - C524+FABRIC (DREAM)
  - W30.25" D36.5" H40"

- SOFA
  - 4234+FINISH 17,37
  - C522+FABRIC
  - W79" D35.5" H36"

- CLUB RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE
  - 3323+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
  - W48" D22.5" H19.25"

- CLUB END TABLE
  - 3336+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
  - W22.5" D22.5" H21"

Spring Lounge is Patent Pending

Club Aluminum dining & occasional tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping

Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection
PROVANCE

Shown In #31 Slate Gray
Provence in the South of France is renowned for some of the most beautiful scenery in the world. One of the oldest cities in Europe, Provence has continuously been the source for artistic inspiration. Our Provance is a work of art, with copyrighted double latticework design, scooped high back, in never-rust cast aluminum outdoor furniture.

**FINISHES**

**Collection Frames**
- #2 ANCIENT EARTH
- #31 SLATE GRAY

**Ella, Gillian, + Caroline Occasional Tables**
- #2 BLACK WALNUT /SLATE GRAY
- #5 TRAVERTINE /SLATE GRAY

**FABRIC SHOWN**

**On Dining + Deep Seating**
- EXCLUSIVE *396 Shibori Citron
- EXCLUSIVE *413 Leafy Flame Citron
- EXCLUSIVE *456 Linen Citron
- 358 Cast Shale
- 258 Natural White

**On Dining Chairs + Sofa**
- *452 Rumor Flamingo
- *358 Avila Flamingo
- *393 Marcella Flamingo

**DINING**

**ARM CHAIR**
- 4050+FINISH 2,31
- CUSHION 828+FABRIC
- W25” D22.5” H37.5”

**SIDE CHAIR**
- 4260+FINISH 2,31
- CUSHION 828+FABRIC
- W20” D22.5” H37.25”

**24” SWIVEL BAR STOOL**
- 4269+FINISH 2,31
- CUSHION 828+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
- W25” D24” H43.75”
- we recommend using 24” bar stools with “counter height” tables
- *Residential Use Only

**30” SWIVEL BAR STOOL**
- 4059+FINISH 2,31
- CUSHION 828+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
- W25” D24” H50”
- we recommend using 30” bar stools with “bar height” tables
- *Residential Use Only

View The Entire Selection Of Double Lattice Table Options In The Cast Aluminum Tables Section

*All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping  Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
### DEEP SEATING

**Purchase Of Sofa, Love seat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Furniture</th>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Finish Color</th>
<th>Cushion/Fabric Details</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOUNGE CHAIR</td>
<td>4067</td>
<td>2,31</td>
<td>CUSHIONS 889+FABRIC 889P+FABRIC (DREAM)</td>
<td>W32&quot; D32&quot; H36&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTTOMAN</td>
<td>4060</td>
<td>2,31</td>
<td>CUSHION 850+FABRIC</td>
<td>W24.25&quot; D18.25&quot; H13.75&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRING LOUNGE</td>
<td>4089</td>
<td>2,31</td>
<td>CUSHION 850+FABRIC C210P+FABRIC (DREAM)</td>
<td>W32&quot; D32&quot; H36&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOVESEAT</td>
<td>4267</td>
<td>2,31</td>
<td>C148+FABRIC C148P+FABRIC (DREAM)</td>
<td>W56&quot; D33&quot; H36&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFA</td>
<td>4064</td>
<td>2,31</td>
<td>CUSHIONS 888+FABRIC 888P+FABRIC (DREAM)</td>
<td>W79&quot; D33&quot; H36&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENCH</td>
<td>4068</td>
<td>2,31</td>
<td>CUSHION 830+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)</td>
<td>W43&quot; D24&quot; H37.5&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAISE LOUNGE</td>
<td>4053</td>
<td>2,31</td>
<td>CUSHION 821+FABRIC</td>
<td>W29.25&quot; D78.5&quot; H37&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTTOMAN</td>
<td>4060</td>
<td>2,31</td>
<td>CUSHION 850+FABRIC</td>
<td>W24.25&quot; D18.25&quot; H13.75&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCASIONAL TABLE</td>
<td>4062</td>
<td>2,31</td>
<td>W22&quot; D22&quot; H24.4&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COFFEE TABLE</td>
<td>4261</td>
<td>2,31</td>
<td>W47.5&quot; D24.5&quot; H15.75&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END TABLE</td>
<td>4063</td>
<td>2,31</td>
<td>W25.25&quot; D25.25&quot; H20&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COFFEE TABLE</td>
<td>4413</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>W36&quot; D36&quot; H16.5&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLA END TABLE</td>
<td>4410</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>W20&quot; D20&quot; H22.5&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAROLINE NESTING</td>
<td>6411</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>TABLES 6411+FINISH 2,5 W36&quot; D36&quot; H16.5&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GILLIAN END TABLE</td>
<td>6410</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>W24&quot; D24&quot; H24.4&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Residential Use Only*

---

Ella & Caroline Occasional Tables are Designed for Use with Multiple Existing Collections
REGENT

Shown In #31 Slate Gray

Timeless transitional design allows the Regent collection to welcome elegance and ease to any outdoor room. The generous proportions and delicate curves of the lounge and dining seating make it ideally suited for backyard entertaining and everyday moments.
REGENT

Shown In #24 Oyster
REGENT
Shown In #31 Slate Gray

185
This Collection is designed for use near the Ocean & other Salt Water Environments.
REGENT

Featuring a contemporary woven design, Regent combines generous proportions and delicate curves. This collection is constructed using our patented N-dura Resin, intricately twisted across the back and arms of the frame creating a unique pattern. As distinguished as the name implies, Regent was designed with slightly broader arms for comfortable lounge seating. Easily paired with multiple existing collections, relax in a collection as transitional as it is timeless.

FINISHES
Collection Frames

Audrey Occasional Tables

Marco Occasional Tables

FABRIC SHOWN
Dining

Chaises

Sectional in Slate Gray

DEEP SEATING

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping

Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

**SOFA**
3526+FINISH 24,31
C737+FABRIC
C737P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W84.125" D37.25" H36.5"

**CURVED SOFA**
3524+FINISH 24,31
C747+FABRIC
C747P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W98" D37.5" H37"

**CH AISE**
3522+FINISH 24,31
C744+FABRIC
W30" D86" H10.75"

**CORN ER**
3523+FINISH 24,31
C740+FABRIC
C740P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W37.25" D37.25" H37"

**LEFT ARM FACING**
3533+FINISH 24,31
C742+FABRIC
C742P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W31.5" D37.75" H37"

**SLIPPER**
3537+FINISH 24,31
C739+FABRIC
C739P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W26" D32" H37"

**RIGHT ARM FACING**
3534+FINISH 24,31
C741+FABRIC
C741P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W31.5" D37.75" H37"

**SECTIONAL OTTOMAN**
3535+FINISH 24,31
C743+FABRIC
C743P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W27" D27" H12"

**AUDREY END TABLE**
6872+FINISH 2,5
W18.25" D18.25" H25"

**AUDREY COFFEE TABLE**
6871+FINISH 2,5
W36" D36" H16.25"

**MARCO END TABLE**
4321+FINISH 71.72
W20" D20" H22.5"

**MARCO COFFEE TABLE**
4317+FINISH 71.72
W52" D26" H16.25"

**MARCO CONSOLE TABLE**
4316+FINISH 71.72
W52" D12" H32.5"

Audrey & Marco Occasional Tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.
ROMA

Shown In #31 Slate Gray
Inspired by the simplistic curves found in Italian antiques, the Roma collection weaves together richly colored wrought aluminum with details of gold cast aluminum. Sturdy and timeless, this Collection stands the test of time, just like Italian style.

FINISHES

**Roma:**
- #31 SLATE GRAY
- #50 CAST DOVE

**Helena:**
- 258 Natural White
- 101 Linen Dove
- 262 Spectrum Graphite
- 259 Canvas Black
- 262 Spectrum Graphite
- 371 Marais Classic
- 417 Tropical Silhouette Midnight

**Fabric Shown**

**Dining Chairs + Deep Seating**

- 258 Natural White
- 101 Linen Dove
- 262 Spectrum Graphite
- 259 Canvas Black
- 262 Spectrum Graphite
- 371 Marais Classic
- 417 Tropical Silhouette Midnight

**Dining**

Majorca Dining Chairs & Superstone Dining Tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.

**Deep Seating**

*Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)*

- **Roma Lounge**
  - 366531 C605+Fabric
  - W28.25" D34.875" H35.5"

- **Roma Ottoman**
  - 366631 C606+Fabric
  - W25" D21.25" H12"

- **Roma Spring Lounge**
  - 366831 C608+Fabric
  - W28" D34.875" H35.5"

- **Roma Sofa**
  - 366731 C607+Fabric
  - W77" D34.875" H35.5"

- **Audrey Coffee Table**
  - 6871+Finish 2.5
  - W36" D36" H16.25"

- **Ella End Table**
  - 4410+Finish 2.5
  - W20" D20" H22.5"

- **Largo Coffee Table**
  - 431134 GLASS INCLUDED
  - W40" D40" H17.25"

Audrey, Ella, & Largo occasional tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections.

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping

Dream Cushion is available on select items in this Collection
Providing a sensibility that’s both easy-living and luxe, the Rustic collection brings a beautiful elegance to any outdoor space. Whether relaxing on the back screened porch or sunning by the pool, the deep seating lounge pieces and dining sets offer both comfort and style.
RUSTIC

Shown In #21 French Linen
RUSTIC
Shown In #31 Slate Gray
RUSTIC

Shown In #2 Black Walnut
RUSTIC

Shown In #31 Slate Gray
RUSTIC  Patent Pending

Do not be misled by our Rustic collection’s name; it is perfect for any location, whether it be the country, the city, your garden or patio. Hand-crafted with our superior N-dura™ resin, this collection is available in our exclusive Oyster, Slate Gray, French Linen, and Black Walnut finishes. Rustic’s rugged design will endure the years in style with our powder-coated aluminum frame and resin feet.

FINISHES

#2 BLACK WALNUT  #21 FRENCH LINEN  #24 OYSTER  #31 SLATE GRAY

FABRIC SHOWN  
French Linen Sofa + Lounge

FINISHES FABRIC SHOWN  
DINING

#2 BLACK WALNUT  #21 FRENCH LINEN  #24 OYSTER  #31 SLATE GRAY

FINISHES FABRIC SHOWN  
DINING

Slate Gray Sofa + Lounges and Black Walnut Sectional

EXCLUSIVE  410 Formation Canvas  372 Marais Wren  EXCLUSIVE  399 Congo Canvas  389 Orbital Linen  442 Cast Pebble  453 Sisal Canvas

FINISHES FABRIC SHOWN  
DINING

SIDE CHAIR  3761+FINISH 2,21,24,31 C054+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W20” D25.25” H36.5”

24” BAR STOOL  3746+FINISH 2,21,24,31 C059+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W18.25” D21.75” H38.75” We Recommend Using 24” Bar Stools With “Counter Height” Tables

30” BAR STOOL  3748+FINISH 2,21,24,31 C059+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W18.25” D21.75” H45.25” We Recommend Using 30” Bar Stools With “Bar Height” Tables

CLUB SQUARE DINING TABLE  W/UMBRELLA HOLE  3332+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31 W44” D44” H30”

Club Aluminum & Cahaba Dining Tables Are Designed For Use With Multiple Existing Collections.

CLUB RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE  W/UMBRELLA HOLE  3342+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31 W86” D44” H30”

CAHABA RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE  HAS UMBRELLA HOLE  3820 + FINISH 17,31 W84” D42.5” H29.5”

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

LOUNGE CHAIR
3747+FINISH 2,21,24,31
C050+FABRIC
C050P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W37.25” D38” H30.75”

OTTOMAN
3749+FINISH 2,21,24,31
C051+FABRIC
C051P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W25.25” D25.25” H11”

SWIVEL LOUNGE
3744+FINISH 2,21,24,31
C050+FABRIC
C050P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W37.25” D38” H30.75”
*Residential Use Only

SPEAKER SWIVEL LOUNGE
COMES WITH A BLUE TOOTH COMPATIBLE SPEAKER

Swivel Lounge is Patent Pending

SOFA 3745+FINISH 2,21,24,31
3 SEAT CUSHION: C052+FABRIC
C052P+FABRIC (DREAM)
BENCH CUSHION: C046+FABRIC
C046P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W81.25” D38” H30.75”

CHAISE/BENCH
3743+FINISH 2,21,24,31
C053+FABRIC
W29.5” D85.5” H30”

COFFEE TABLE
3764+FINISH 2,21,24,31
W43” D43” H17”

CLUB END TABLE
3336+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
W22.5” D22.5” H21”

CLUB SQ COFFEE TABLE
W/ UMBRELLA HOLE
3341+FINISH 17,20,24,31
W42” D42” H17.25”

CLUB RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE
3323+FINISH 11,17,20,24,31
W48” D22.5” H19.25”

Occasional Tables From The Club Aluminum Collection Were Designed For Use With Multiple Collections

SECTIONAL CORNER
3769+FINISH 2,21,24,31
C058+FABRIC
C058P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W61” D40” H32”

SECTIONAL LEFT
3763+FINISH 2,21,24,31
C056+FABRIC
C056P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W29” D36” H32”

SECTIONAL SLIPPER
3768+FINISH 2,21,24,31
C057+FABRIC
C057P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W21” D36” H32”

SECTIONAL RIGHT
3762+FINISH 2,21,24,31
C055+FABRIC
C055P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W29” D36” H32”

This Collection is designed for use near the Ocean & other Salt Water Environments.
SEDONA
Shown In #31 Slate Gray & #21 French Linen
SEDONA

Shown In #2 Black Walnut
SEDONA

Shown In #21 French Linen

This Collection is designed for use near the Ocean & other Salt Water Environments.
SEDONA

On the perimeter of the Grand Canyon, along the Colorado River sits the city of Sedona. Our patent pending Sedona outdoor wicker furniture is a 1960s reinterpretation in N-dura resin featuring our romantic European height dining collection, and made from a 6mm hand-woven, round resin.

FINISHES
Sedona Frames

#2 BLACK WALNUT
#21 FRENCH LINEN
#31 SLATE GRAY

Club Tables

#31 SLATE GRAY

Superstone Tables

#5 SLATE GRAY / TRAVERTINE
#28 SLATE GRAY / DOVE GRAY

FABRIC SHOWN
Collection In French Linen

EXCLUSIVE
415 Herring Malibu
434 Linen Cornflower
379 Cabana Stripe Malibu
377 Starlet Cobalt
457 Linen Snow

Collection In Black Walnut

EXCLUSIVE
*449 Porter Stripe Indigo
*458 Linen Indigo
*407 Durham Royalty
*424 XL Kilim Smoke

DINING

Superstone dining tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections

DINING CHAIR
3471+FINISH 2,21,31
C254+FABRIC (SEAT + BACK)
C238+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W27” D31” H38”

SUPERSTONE 42” ROUND TOP
1819+FINISH 2,5,28
ELLA DINING TABLE BASE
441131
W26.75” D26.75” H29.75”

SUPERSTONE 36” ROUND TOP HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
1803+FINISH 2,5,28

SUPERSTONE 48” ROUND TOP HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
1810+FINISH 2,5,28

CORT DINING BASE
3290+FINISH 2,17,20,24,31
W31” D31” H28”

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping

Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection
**DEEP SEATING**

_Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)_

- **LOUNGE CHAIR**
  3477+FINISH 2,21,31
  C242+FABRIC
  C242P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  W33” D35” H37”

- **OTTOMAN**
  3481+FINISH 2,21,31
  C244+FABRIC
  W21.5” D21.5” H11.5”

- **LARGE SWIVEL GLIDER**
  3488+FINISH 2,21,31
  C246+FABRIC
  C246P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  W32” D35” H36.5”
  *Residential Use Only

- **LOVE SEAT**
  3474+FINISH 2,21,31
  C243+FABRIC
  C243P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  W52” D31” H36.5”

- **SOFA**
  3475+FINISH 2,21,31
  C245+FABRIC
  C245P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  W76” D31” H36.5”

- **SEDONA DAYBED**
  3478+FINISH 2,21,31
  C249+FABRIC
  W74” D59” H37”
  *AVAILABLE IN SOLID FABRICS ONLY

- **LOUNGE CHAIR**
  3477+FINISH 2,21,31
  C242+FABRIC
  C242P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  W33” D35” H37”

- **OTTOMAN**
  3481+FINISH 2,21,31
  C244+FABRIC
  W21.5” D21.5” H11.5”

- **LARGE SWIVEL GLIDER**
  3488+FINISH 2,21,31
  C246+FABRIC
  C246P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  W32” D35” H36.5”
  *Residential Use Only

- **LOVE SEAT**
  3474+FINISH 2,21,31
  C243+FABRIC
  C243P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  W52” D31” H36.5”

- **SOFA**
  3475+FINISH 2,21,31
  C245+FABRIC
  C245P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  W76” D31” H36.5”

- **SEDONA DAYBED**
  3478+FINISH 2,21,31
  C249+FABRIC
  W74” D59” H37”
  *AVAILABLE IN SOLID FABRICS ONLY

Occasional tables from the Club Aluminum collection are designed for use with multiple collections.

This Collection is designed for use near the Ocean & other Salt Water Environments.
Inspired by the sedimentary lines of the South West deserts, the Sierra collection’s wide stance and mid century modern design sets a plateau for bold and beautiful outdoor furniture design. Our Sierra stacks wide layers of ultra-UV resistant, 6mm woven, N-dura resin and Resysta, an environmentally friendly material made of rice hulls, mineral oil and sea salt. Finished in Oyster Resysta and N-dura resin.

### FINISHES

#### Frames

- #24 OYSTER

#### Tables

- #24 OYSTER

### FABRIC SHOWN

#### Lounge Chairs

- 101 Linen Dove
- 102 Cast Dove

#### Sofa, Lounge Chairs, + Ottoman

- *255 Wasabi
- *418 Hyde Lime
- *398 Marais II Spring
- *406 Durham Lime

### DEEP SEATING

*Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)*

---

**LOUNGE**

- **343724**
  - C610+FABRIC
  - C610P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  - W 36.75” D 37.25” H 31”

**OTTOMAN**

- **343524**
  - C612+FABRIC
  - C612P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  - W 85” D 37.25” H 31”

**SOFA**

- **343524**
  - C612+FABRIC
  - C612P+FABRIC (DREAM)
  - W 85” D 37.25” H 31”

---

**CLUB SQ. COFFEE TABLE**

- **3341**
  - FINISH 11, 17, 24, 31
  - W42” D42” H17.25”

**CLUB RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE**

- **3323**
  - FINISH 11, 17, 24, 31
  - W48” D22.5” H19.25”

**CLUB END TABLE**

- **3336**
  - FINISH 11, 17, 24, 31
  - W22.5” D22.5” H21”

---

Occasional tables from the Club Aluminum collection are designed for use with multiple collections.

---

*All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping & Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
SKYE
Shown In #31 Slate Gray & #24 Oyster
SKYE
Shown In #2 Black Walnut
SKYE

Viking legend describes Scotland’s Isle of Skye as the Winged Isle; romanticizing its mist-laden and mountainous scenery. Our stackable patent pending Skye outdoor wicker furniture has cloud like curves and is fully woven for worry-free coastal enjoyment. Made from a 6mm hand-woven, flat, N-dura™ resin.

FINISHES

#2 BLACK WALNUT  #24 OYSTER  #31 SLATE GRAY

FABRIC SHOWN

Collection in Oyster and Black Walnut Chaises

FINISHES

258 Natural White  101 Linen Dove  102 Cast Dove  203 Sponge Pumice  99 Highland Stripe

DINING

ARM CHAIR
3580+FINISH 2, 24, 31 C480+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W23” D26” H36.5”

SIDE CHAIR
3581+FINISH 2, 24, 31 C465+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W20.5” D23.25” H34.25”

EURO LOUNGE
3588+FINISH 2, 24, 31 C476+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W25.5” D27.5” H36.75”

24” BAR STOOL
3600+FINISH 2, 24, 31 C489+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W18” D22.5” H39.375”

BAR STOOL
3599+FINISH 2, 24, 31 C489+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W17.5” D22” H44.75”

DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

BENCH
3584+FINISH 2, 24, 31 C486+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY) W44.5” D25.5” H36.25

SMALL SAND CHAIR
3596+FINISH 2, 24, 31 C539+FABRIC W27.25” D32.5” H36.75”

SAND CHAIR
3595+FINISH 2, 24, 31 C539+FABRIC W27.25” D32.5” H36.75”

OTTOMAN
3582+FINISH 2, 24, 31 C294+FABRIC W25.5” D22” H13.75”

SKYE SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE
LOUNGE CHAIR
3601+FINISH 2, 24, 31 C466+FABRIC C466P+FABRIC (DREAM) W27.25” D32.5” H36.75”

LOVESEAT 35942
NOT AVAILABLE IN #24 OYSTER) C487+FABRIC C487P+FABRIC (DREAM) W76” D33.5” H37”

SOFA 3585+FINISH 2, 24, 31 C484+FABRIC C484P+FABRIC (DREAM) W76” D33.5” H37”

CHAISE LOUNGE
3583+FINISH 2, 24, 31 CUSHCUSHION C483+FABRIC W25.5” D80.5” H40”

END TABLE
3586+FINISH 2, 24, 31 GLASS 71515 W20” D20” H22”

COFFEE TABLE
3589+FINISH 2, 24, 31 GLASS 71525 W40” D20” H18”

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested

All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping  Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection
SOMERSET

Shown In #2 Ancient Earth
SOMERSET

In Southwest England, above the stormy Atlantic rests the county of Somerset, a sanctuary for countryside retreats in the rolling hills of the home of King Arthur. Lounge in kingly fashion on our Somerset collection, with our unequaled tubular aluminum, cast frame, and elegant scrolled back. Experience the distinction of this stacking collection in our Ancient Earth finish.

FINISHES

DINING

- ARM CHAIR
  - 40002
  - C340+FABRIC
  - (SEAT ONLY)
  - W25.5" D23.5" H36.5"

- SIDE CHAIR
  - 40012
  - C341+FABRIC
  - (SEAT ONLY)
  - W25.5" D21.25" H36.5"

48" OXFORD ROUND TOP
- 4813+FINISH 2,17,20,31
- (WITH HOLE)
- W47.75" D47.75" H1"

CORT DINING BASE
- 3290+FINISH 2,17,20,24,31
- W31" D31" H28"

80X38 OXFORD RECT TOP
- 4814+FINISH 2,17,20,31
- (WITH HOLE)
- 37.5" D81" H0.875"

CORT RECT BASE
- 4714 +FINISH 2,17,20,24,31
- W51" D27" H28"

Oxford Tables are designed for use with multiple existing collections & available in #20 French Linen and #31 Slate Gray in addition to the finishes listed above.

*the fabric in the photo is COM and a similar fabric from the current line has been suggested
DEEP SEATING

Purchase Of Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces With Full Set Of Cushions Includes 2 Throw Pillows (867+Fabric)

LOUNGE CHAIR 40072
C342+Fabric
C342P+Fabric (Dream)
W33" D29.5" H36.25"

OTTOMAN 40022
C344+Fabric
W19.5" D24" H15.75"

SPRING LOUNGE 40082
C347+Fabric
C347P+Fabric (Dream)
W26.5" D29.5" H36.5"
*Residential Use Only

SOFA 40052
C343+Fabric
C343P+Fabric (Dream)
W78.5" D33" H36.25"

LOVESEAT 40042
C346+Fabric
C346P+Fabric (Dream)
W54" D26.5" H36.5"

CHAISE 40032
C345+Fabric
W29" D79" H42"

BENCH 40142
C349+Fabric (Seat Only)
W48.25" D26.25" H34"

COTTAGE COFFEE TABLE
4011+Finish 2,17,20,24,31
W40" D22" H16"

COTTAGE ROUND END TABLE
4006+Finish 2,17,20,24,31
W22" D22" H26.75"

Cottage Occasional Tables are Designed for Use with Multiple Existing Collections
The Summer Classics Venti Collection is 100% outdoor approved upholstery made of water repelling reticulated foam covered in Sunbrella Cast Dove outdoor fabric. This new classic is styled in a low sitting euro height and is offered in a sofa, ottoman, lounge chair and sectional sofa.

**FINISHES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frames</th>
<th>Cirrus Table</th>
<th>Woven End Tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#50 CAST DOVE</td>
<td>#40 STAINLESS STEEL/CHARCOAL SUPERSTONE</td>
<td>#39 OYSTER/SLATE GRAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DEEP SEATING**

VENTI LOUNGE 424650
W40.75” D35” H25”
VENTI OTTOMAN 424750
W32” D32” H5.5”
VENTI LEFT ARM FACING LOVESEAT 424550
W76.75” D35” H25”
VENTI RIGHT ARM FACING LOVESEAT 424850
W76.75” D35” H25”

**Cirrus, Echo, Joanna, & Río Occasional Tables are Designed for Use with Multiple Existing Collections**

CIRRUS COFFEE TABLE 685040
W40” D22” H16”
JOANNA END TABLE 4310+FINISH 24,39
W20.5” D20.5” H20”
ECHO END TABLE 6870+FINISH 24,39
W20.5” D20.5” H20”
RIO END TABLE 4309+FINISH 24,39
W18.25” D12.25” H18.25”
Lightweight, stackable, and comfortable without a cushion, our Villa arm and side chairs are a transitional and multi-functional option in worry free woven N-dura resin and wrought aluminum with a three-step dry brushed finish. The backless barstool has a comfort curve in the back of the seat.

FINISHES

Frames

#24 OYSTER

#31 SLATE GRAY

#5 TRAVERTINE TOP /SLATE GRAY BASE

Tables

FINISHES

#31 SLATE GRAY

#24 OYSTER

DINING

VILLA ARM CHAIR
3363+FINISH 24,31
C557+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W24” D20” H35.25”

VILLA SIDE CHAIR
3365+FINISH 24,31
C558+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W23.25” D19” H35.25”

24” VILLA BACKLESS BARSTOOL
3367+FINISH 24,31
C559+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W21.25” D20.25” H22.5”
We recommend using 24” bar stools with “counter height” tables

30” VILLA BACKLESS BARSTOOL
3364+FINISH 24,31
C559+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W21.25” D20.25” H32.5”
We recommend using 30” bar stools with “bar height” tables

42” SQUARE TOP
1807+FINISH 2,5,28
CORT DINING BASE
3290+FINISH 2,17,20,24,31
W31” D31” H28”
FAUX: 36”-48”

36” SQUARE TOP HAS UMBRELLA HOLE
1802+FINISH 2,5,28
CORT BAR BASE
4715+FINISH 2,17,20,24,31
W31” D31” H39.75”
FAUX: 36”-48”
CORT COUNTER BASE
3296+FINISH 2,17,24,31
W31” D31” H39.75”
FAUX: 36”-48”

Superstone Dining Table Tops And Cort Dining Bases Are Available In Multiple Sizes, Finishes And Heights.
WIND
Shown In #24 Oyster
WIND

Shown In #24 Oyster
The innovative and sleek shape of our Wind outdoor wicker furniture collection was inspired by the sails of a sailboat racing in the wind. Eco-friendly veneered Resysta with a Polyurethane scratch resistant finish, and our N-dura™ resin wicker covers the removable reclining seats of this extraordinary collection.

**FINISHES**

**Wind Frames**
- #24 OYSTER

**Madrigal Tables**
- #24 OYSTER

**Collection in Oyster**
- 181 Flash Cobalt
- 379 Cabana Malibu

**DINING**

**ARM CHAIR**
- 337024
- C284+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
- W25" D29" H34"

**SIDE CHAIR**
- 337124
- C285+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
- W16.75" D21.5" H34"

**BACKLESS BARSTOOL**
- 337424
- C283+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
- W16" D19" H30"

**MADRIGAL SQUARE DINING TABLE**
- 432424
- W39.5" D39.5" H29.5"

**MADRIGAL RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE**
- 432324
- GLASS 71825 (OPTIONAL)
- W38" D96" H29.5"

**DEEP SEATING**

**PURCHASE OF SOFA, LOUSEAT OR 3 SECTIONAL PIECES WITH FULL SET OF CUSHIONS INCLUDES 2 THROW PILLOWS (867+Fabric)**

**LOUNGE CHAIR**
- 3377+FINISH 17,24
- W28.5" D32.75" H33.25"

**OTTOMAN**
- 3379+FINISH 17,24
- W21" D21" H21"

**END TABLE**
- 3376+FINISH 17,24
- GLASS 71825 (OPTIONAL)
- W21" D21" H21"

**SECTIONAL CORNER, LEFT ARM, + RIGHT ARM**
- 337224
- C217+FABRIC
- C217P+FABRIC (DREAM)
- W34.5" D34.5" H26"

**SECTIONAL SLIPPER**
- 337524
- C218+FABRIC
- C218P+FABRIC (DREAM)
- W26" D34" H26"

**SECTIONAL OTTOMAN**
- 337324
- C219+FABRIC
- C219P+FABRIC (DREAM)
- W26" D26" H11.5"

**2 CORNERS FACiNING**
- 69"
- 35"

**2 CORNERS FACING + SLIPPER + OTTOMAN**
- 95"
- 70"

**2 CORNERS + 4 SLIPPERS**
- 121"

**Madrigal Dining Tables are Designed for Use with Multiple Existing Collections**

**All Cushions are now available with Self & Contrast Piping**

**Dream Cushion is available on Select Items in this Collection**
PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY
MAJORCA

MAJORCA ARM CHAIR
423631
C458+FABRIC (SEAT+BACK)
W27.25" D28.75" H38.875"

MAJORCA SIDE CHAIR
423731
C459+FABRIC (SEAT+BACK)
W24.5" D26.75" H38.875"

PENINSULA

PENINSULA ARM CHAIR
4230+FINISH 17,37
C525+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W23.5" D27.5" H38"

PENINSULA SIDE CHAIR
4231+FINISH 17,37
C526+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W19" D27.5" H38.5"

PROVANCE

PROVANCE ARM CHAIR
4050+FINISH 2,31
CUSHION 828+FABRIC
W25" D22.5" H37.5"

PROVANCE SIDE CHAIR
4060+FINISH 2,31
CUSHION 828+FABRIC
W20" D22.5" H37.25"

PROVANCE SWIVEL ROCKER
4054+FINISH 2,31
CUSHION 828+FABRIC
W25" D23" H38"
*Residential Use Only

REGENT

REGENT ARM CHAIR
3530+FINISH 24,31
C745+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W28" D31" H38"

REGENT SIDE CHAIR
3536+FINISH 24,31
C746+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W20" D26.75" H38"

RUSTIC

RUSTIC SIDE CHAIR
3761+FINISH 2,21,24,31
C054+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W20" D25.25" H36.5"

Icon Indicates Stackable Items
SEDONA

- #2 BLACK WALNUT
- #21 FRENCH LINEN
- #31 SLATE GRAY

SEDONA DINING CHAIR
3471+FINISH 2,31
C254+FABRIC (SEAT + BACK)
C238+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W27” D31” H38”

SKYE

- #2 BLACK WALNUT
- #24 OYSTER
- #31 SLATE GRAY

SKYE ARM CHAIR
3580+FINISH 2, 24,31
C480+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W23” D26” H36.5”

SKYE SIDE CHAIR
3581+FINISH 2,24,31
C465+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W20.5” D23.25” H34.25”

SOMERSET

- #2 ANCIENT EARTH

SOMERSET ARM CHAIR
40002 C340+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W25.5” D23.5” H36.5”

SOMERSET SIDE CHAIR
40012 C341+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W25.5” D21.25” H36.5”

VILLA

- #24 OYSTER
- #31 SLATE GRAY

VILLA ARM CHAIR
3363+FINISH 24,31
C557+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W24” D20” H35.25”

VILLA SIDE CHAIR
3365 FINISH 24,31
C558+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W23.25” D19” H35.25”

WIND

- #24 OYSTER

WIND ARMCHAIR
337024 C284+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W25” D29” H34”

WIND SIDE CHAIR
337124 C285+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W16.75” D21.5” H34”

Icon Indicates Stackable Items
BARSTOOLS
30” & 24” SEAT HEIGHT BARSTOOLS
24” BARSTOOLS

**CLUB / CROQUET ALUMINUM**

24” CLUB ALUMINUM BARSTOOL
3328+FINISH 17,24, 31
CO13+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W17” D22” H39”

**PROVANCE**

24” PROVANCE SWIVEL BARSTOOL
4269+FINISH 2,31
828+FABRIC
W25” D24” H43.75”
*Residential Use Only*

**RUSTIC**

24” RUSTIC BARSTOOL
3746+FINISH 2,24,31
CO59+FABRIC
W18.25” D21.75” H38.75”

**SKYE**

24” SKYE BARSTOOL
3600+FINISH 2,24,31
C489+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W18” D22.5” H39.375”

**VILLA**

24” VILLA BACKLESS BARSTOOL
3367+FINISH 24,31
C559+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W20” D13.75” H22.5”

**VIVIAN**

24” VIVIAN BARSTOOL
2882+FINISH 4,27
C615+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
W20” D13.75” H22.5”

Items below have a Seat Height of 24” & are Recommended for use with Counter Height Tables.

Icon Indicates Stackable Items
30” BARSTOOLS

Items below have a Seat Height of 30” & are Recommended for use with Bar Height Tables

**AIRE**
- #2 ANCIENT EARTH /BLACK WALNUT

30” AIRE STATIONARY BARSTOOL 35692
C489+FAabric (SEAT ONLY)
W17.5” D19.75” H45”

30” AIRE SWIVEL BARSTOOL 35662
C565+FAabric (SEAT ONLY)
W17.5” D22” H44.75”
*Residential Use Only

**CHARLESTON**
- #17 MAHOGANY
- #21 FRENCH LINEN
- #24 OYSTER

30” CHARLESTON BARSTOOL 3678+FINISH 17,24
C577+FAabric (SEAT ONLY)
W18” D21” H44”

30” CHARLESTON CLUB ALUMINUM BARSTOOL
3329+FINISH 17,24,31
C013+FAabric (SEAT ONLY)
W17” D22” H45”

**COAST**
- #4 NATURAL TEAK /CANVAS SLING
- #53 NATURAL TEAK /GRAY SLING

30” COAST BARSTOOL 3736+FINISH 4,53
W18” D22.5” H39.375”

30” COAST BACKLESS BARSTOOL
2734+FINISH 4,53
W20.125” D13.75” H30”

**CROQUET TEAK**
- #4 NATURAL TEAK
- #27 OYSTER TEAK FINISH

30” CROQUET TEAK BARSTOOL 2838+FINISH 4.27
C036+FAabric (SEAT ONLY)
W16.875” D22” H44.875”

30” CROQUET TEAK BARSTOOL 2838+FINISH 4.27
C036+FAabric (SEAT ONLY)
W16.875” D22” H44.875”

**PROVANCE**
- #2 ANCIENT EARTH
- #31 SLATE GRAY

30” PROVANCE SWIVEL BARSTOOL
4069+FINISH 2,31
828+FABRIC
W25” D24” H50”
*Residential Use Only

**RUSTIC**
- #2 BLACK WALNUT
- #21 FRENCH LINEN
- #24 OYSTER
- #31 SLATE GRAY

30” RUSTIC BAR STOOL 3748+FINISH 2,24,31
C059+FAabric
W18.25” D21.75” H45.25”

30” SKYE BAR STOOL 3599+FINISH 2,24,31
C489+FAabric
W17.5” D22” H44.75”

**SKYE**
- #2 BLACK WALNUT
- #24 OYSTER
- #31 SLATE GRAY

30” SKYE BAR STOOL 3599+FINISH 2,24,31
C489+FAabric
W17.5” D22” H44.75”

Icon Indicates Stackable Items
Items below have a Seat Height of 30” & are Recommended for use with Bar Height Tables

**30” BARSTOOLS**

- **30” AIRE SWIVEL BARSTOOL**
  - C565+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  - W17.5” D22” H44.75”

- **30” PROVANCE SWIVEL BARSTOOL**
  - 828+FABRIC
  - W25” D24” H50”

- **30” SKYE BAR STOOL**
  - C489+FABRIC
  - W17.5” D22” H44.75”

- **30” VILLA BACKLESS BARSTOOL**
  - C359+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  - W21.25” D20.25” H32.5”

- **30” WIND BACKLESS BARSTOOL**
  - C283+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  - W16” D19” H30”

- **30” VIVIAN BACKLESS BARSTOOL**
  - C615+FABRIC (SEAT ONLY)
  - W20.125” D13.75” H30”

**VILLA**
- #24 OYSTER
- #31 SLATE GRAY

**VIVIAN**
- #4 NATURAL TEAK
- #27 OYSTER TEAK FINISH

**WIND**
- #24 OYSTER

*Icon Indicates Stackable Items"
BENCHES
VERSATILE OUTDOOR GARDEN BENCHES
SECTIONAL SEATING
SECTIONAL PIECES DESIGNED TO ACCOMMODATE ANY SPACE
SECTONAL SEATING

RUSTIC

#2 BLACK WALNUT
#21 FRENCH LINEN
#24 OYSTER
#31 SLATE GRAY

RUSTIC CORNER
3769+FINISH 2,20,24,31
C058+FABRIC
C058P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W61" D40" H32"

RUSTIC SLIPPER
3768+FINISH 2,20,24,31
C057+FABRIC
C057P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W26" D36" H32"

RUSTIC LEFT ARM
3763+FINISH 2,20,24,31
C056+FABRIC
C056P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W29" D36" H32"

RUSTIC RIGHT ARM
3762+FINISH 2,20,24,31
C055+FABRIC
C055P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W29" D36" H32"

RUSTIC OTTOMAN
3749+FINISH 2,20,24,31
C051+FABRIC
C051P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W25.25" D25.25" H11"

WIND SECTIONAL

WIND SECTIONAL CORNER
337224
C217+FABRIC
C217P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W34.5" D34.5" H26"

WIND SECTIONAL SLIPPER
337524
C218+FABRIC
C218P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W26" D34" H26"

WIND SECTIONAL OTTOMAN
337324
C219+FABRIC
C219P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W26" D26" H11.5"

VENTI

#50 CAST DOVE UPHOLSTERY

VENTI SOFA
424950
W84.75" D35" H25"

VENTI LEFT ARM FACING LOVESEAT
424550
W76.75" D35" H25"

VENTI RIGHT ARM FACING LOVESEAT
424850
W76.75" D35" H25"

WIND

#24 OYSTER

WIND SECTIONAL CORNER RIGHT ARM + LEFT ARM
337224
C217+FABRIC
C217P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W34.5" D34.5" H26"

WIND SECTIONAL SLIPPER
337524
C218+FABRIC
C218P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W26" D34" H26"

WIND SECTIONAL OTTOMAN
337324
C219+FABRIC
C219P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W26" D26" H11.5"
AN UPDATED VERSION OF A SIDE CHAIR, OUR CONTEMPORARY SAND CHAIRS ARE PERFECT FOR CREATING SPACIOUS AND INVITING SEATING ARRANGEMENTS ANYWHERE FROM THE BEACH TO THE PATIO
ATHENA

#2 BLACK WALNUT

#24 OYSTER

ATHENA SAND CHAIR
3983+FINISH 2,24
C529 + FABRIC
W24.75" D31.25" H32"

SKYE

#2 BLACK WALNUT

#24 OYSTER

#31 SLATE GRAY

SKYE SMALL SAND CHAIR
3581+FINISH 2,24,31
C465+FABRIC
W27.25" D32.5" H36.75"

SKYE SAND CHAIR
3595+FINISH 2,24,31
C539+FABRIC
W27.25" D32.5" H36.75"
CHAISE LOUNGES
AIRE

#2 ANCIENT EARTH/BLACK WALNUT
#17 MAHOGANY/CHESTNUT

CHARLESTON

#17 MAHOGANY
#20 FRENCH LINEN
#24 OYSTER

CLUB TEAK

#4 NATURAL TEAK
#27 OYSTER TEAK FINISH

COAST

#4 NATURAL TEAK/CANVAS SLING
#53 NATURAL TEAK/GRAY SLING

CROQUET ALUMINUM

#17 MAHOGANY
#24 OYSTER
#31 SLATE GRAY

AIRE CHAISE
3263+FINISH 2,17
C477+FABRIC
W28.75" D83.5" H39"

CHARLESTON CHAISE
3673+FINISH 17,20,24
C578+FABRIC
W28.75" D77.5" H21.75"

CLUB TEAK CHAISE
2863+FINISH 4,27
C548+FABRIC
W26.375" D82.375" H40.625"

COAST CHAISE
2733+FINISH 4,53
W26.5" D78" H14"

CROQUET CHAISE
3333+FINISH 17,24,31
C014+FABRIC
W27.75" D66.75" H38"

BACK LEGS HAVE A WHEEL & SIDE HAS AN EXTENDABLE TRAY

Icon Indicates Stackable Items
**SKYE CHAISE LOUNGE**
3583+FINISH 2,24,31
C483+FABRIC
W25.5” D80.5” H40”

**REGENT CHAISE**
3522+FINISH 24,31
C744+FABRIC
W30” D86” H10.75”

**RUSTIC BENCH/ CHAISE**
3743+FINISH 2,21,24,31
C053+FABRIC
W29.5” D85.5” H30”

**RYAN TEAK CHAISE**
276048
C609+FABRIC
W24” D80.75” H10.75”

**SKYE CHAISE LOUNGE**
3583+FINISH 2,24,31
C483+FABRIC
W25.5” D80.5” H40”

**SOMERSET CHAISE**
40032
C345+FABRIC
W28.75” D79” H42.5”
THE RYAN CHAISE FEATURES A STORAGE COMPARTMENT UNDERNEATH THE BACK OF THE FRAME
DAYBEDS
DOUBLE CHAISES & DAYBEDS

269
DAYBEDS CAN BE CREATED BY USING 2 OF THE CHAISES BELOW

CAYMAN
- #17 MAHOGANY
- #31 SLATE GRAY

SEDONA
- #2 BLACK WALNUT
- #21 FRENCH LINEN
- #31 SLATE GRAY

REGENT
- #24 OYSTER
- #31 SLATE GRAY

RUSTIC
- #2 BLACK WALNUT
- #21 FRENCH LINEN
- #24 OYSTER
- #31 SLATE GRAY

VENTI
- #50 CAST DOVE UPHOLSTERY

CAYMAN CANOPY DAYBED
- 3025+FINISH 17,31
- CUSHION INCLUDED IN SUNBRELLA CAST SILVER
- W75.75” D80” H84”

SEDONA DAYBED
- 3478+FINISH 2,31
- SEAT AND BACK CUSHIONS C239+FABRIC
- W74” D59” H37”

SEDONA DAYBED OTTOMAN
- 3479+FINISH 2,31
- OTTOMAN CUSHION C261+FABRIC
- W58.5” D26.5” H12”

REGENT CHAISE
- 3522+FINISH 24,31
- C744+FABRIC
- W30” D86” H10.75”

RUSTIC BENCH/ CHAISE
- 3743+FINISH 2,24,31
- C053+FABRIC
- W29.5” D85.5” H30”

VENTI LEFT ARM FACING LOVESEAT
- 424550
- W76.75” D35” H25”

VENTI RIGHT ARM FACING LOVESEAT
- 424850
- W76.75” D35” H25”
TABLES

273 | DINING TABLES

289 | CONSOLES

291 | COFFEE TABLES

293 | END TABLES
Superstone is a 5 layer composite with 2 layers of cement fiberboard surrounding the aluminum honeycomb core. UV top coat high performance bonding agents, with natural mineral granules. No sealant required.

Superstone Table Tops, Finishes, & Sizes

All Superstone tops are available in 3 finishes:
- #2 Black Walnut
- #5 Travertine
- #28 Dove Gray

Have an umbrella hole:
- 52" Round Top (Hole) 1803+Finish
- 48" Round Top (Hole) 1810+Finish
- 36" Round Top (Hole) 1805+Finish
- 84"x40" Rect. Top (Hole) 1806+Finish
- 30"x48" Rect. Top (Hole) 1807+Finish
- 42" Square Top (Hole) 1802+Finish
- 36" Square Top (Hole) 1804+Finish

Do not have an umbrella hole:
- 42" Round Top (No Hole) 1819+Finish
- 24"x30" Rect. Top (No Hole) 1801+Finish
- 24" Round Top (No Hole) 1806+Finish

*Please note tops 48" and larger require a 5 leg base or a rectangular base.
**TABLE BASES**

Table Bases for Alternative Table Tops

**AVAILABLE FINISHES:**

*Please Note That Available Finishes Are Listed Next To Individual Base. Finish Swatches Below Are For Reference. Not All Bases Are Available In Every Finish Below.*

- #2 ANCIENT EARTH
- #2 BLACK WALNUT WOVEN ITEMS ONLY
- #17 MAHOGANY
- #20 FRENCH LINEN
- #24 OYSTER
- #31 SLATE GRAY

**END TABLE BASES**

**USE 24” TO 30” TOPS**

- CORT END TABLE BASE 4286+FINISH 2,17,20,24,31 W17” H20” FAUX: 24” SQUARE

**COFFEE TABLE BASES**

**USE 30” TO 48” TOPS**

- CORT COFFEE 4287+FINISH 2,17,20,24,31 W24” H16” FAUX: 36”-48”

**EURO HEIGHT TABLE BASES**

**USE 30” TO 48” TOPS • OVAL TOPS USE 2 BASES**

- CORT EURO 3295+FINISH 2,17,24,31 W31” D31” H24” FAUX: 36”-48”

**DINING TABLE BASES**

**USE STANDARD ARM + SIDE CHAIRS • OVAL TOPS USE 2 BASES**

- DOUBLE LATTICE 4052+FINISH 2,17,31 W26.5” H28.5” FAUX: 36”-48”

**RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE BASES**

**USE STANDARD ARM + SIDE CHAIRS • OVAL TOPS USE 2 BASES**

- CORT RECTANGULAR DINING BASE 4714+FINISH 17,20,24,31 W51” D27” H28”

**COUNTER DINING TABLE BASES**

**USE WITH 24” SEAT HEIGHT BARSTOOLS • OVAL TOPS USE 2 BASES**

- CORT COUNTER 3296+FINISH 2,17,24,31 W31” D31” H33” FAUX: 36”-42”

**BAR HEIGHT DINING TABLE BASES | USE 30” BARSTOOLS**

**USE WITH 30” SEAT HEIGHT BARSTOOLS • OVAL TOPS USE 2 BASES**

- DOUBLE LATTICE BAR 4058+FINISH 2,31 W26.5” H39” FAUX: 30”-42”
CAST ALUMINUM

All Cast Aluminum Tops are 1.5” Thick

DOUBLE LATTICE OVAL DINING

- #2 ANCIENT EARTH
- #31 SLATE GRAY

DOUBLE LATTICE TOPS + BASES

- #2 ANCIENT EARTH

Square & Round Tops Over 48” Use a 5 Leg Base

DOUBLE LATTICE
60” TOP (HOLE)
42762

DOUBLE LATTICE DINING BASE 42752
W32.5” H29”

DOUBLE LATTICE TOPS + BASES

- #2 ANCIENT EARTH
- #31 SLATE GRAY
48” TOP AND BASE ONLY

#2 ANCIENT EARTH

OVAL 42” X 84” TOP (HOLE)
4054+FINISH 2.31
+ OVAL DINING BASE
4052+FINISH 2.31
W66” D25” H29”

OVAL 39” X 71” TOP (HOLE)
4064+FINISH 2.31
OVAL DINING BASE
4065+FINISH 2.31
W54” D25” H29”

OVAL 42” X 84” TOP (HOLE)
4054+FINISH 2.31
+ OVAL DINING BASE
4052+FINISH 2.31
W66” D25” H29”

OVAL 39” X 71” TOP (HOLE)
4064+FINISH 2.31
OVAL DINING BASE
4065+FINISH 2.31
W54” D25” H29”

48” - 4051+FINISH 2.31 (HOLE)
42” - 4057+FINISH 2.31(HOLE)
36” - 40612 (HOLE)

48” SEAT 4-6
42” SEAT 4-5
36” SEAT 4

#31 SLATE GRAY
48” TOP AND BASE ONLY
CAST ALUMINUM
All Cast Aluminum Tops are 1.5” Thick

DOUBLE LATTICE TOPS + BASES

BAR HEIGHT BASE
4058 + FINISH 2,31
W26.5” H39”
FOR 30” STOOLS

COUNTER HEIGHT BASE
4268 + FINISH 2,31
W26.5” H33”
FOR 24” STOOLS

32” TOP (HOLE)
4282 + FINISH 2,31

30” TOP (HOLE)
42622

28” TOP (HOLE)
42742

32” SEAT 4
30” SEAT 2-3
28” SEAT 2

OXFORD DINING TABLE TOPS

CORT BASE 3290 + FINISH
2,15,17,24,31
W31” D31” H28”

CORT EURO BASE
3295 + FINISH 2,17,24,31
W31” D31” H24”

CORT RECTANGULAR BAR BASE
3297 + FINISH 2,17
W47” D27” H40”

CORT RECTANGULAR DINING BASE
4714 + FINISH 2,17,20,24,31
W51” D27” H28”

Multiple Table Heights are Available
For Both Oxford Table Tops

48” ROUND TOP
(WITH HOLE)
4813 + FINISH
2,17,20,31
W47.75” D47.75” H1”

80X38 RECTANGULAR TOP (WITH HOLE)
4814 + FINISH
2,17,20,31
37.5” D81” H0.875”

48” SEAT 4-6
84”X38” SEAT 8-10
**CAHABA DINING TABLE**

- **#17 MAHOGANY / NATURAL**
- **#31 SLATE GRAY / OYSTER**

**CAHABA RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE**

- Finish: 17, 31
- Dimensions: W84" D42.5" H29.5"

**CLUB ALUMINUM DINING TABLES**

- **#11 SANDAL WOOD**
- **#17 MAHOGANY**
- **#24 OYSTER**
- **#31 SLATE GRAY**

**CLUB SQUARE DINING TABLE W/ UMBRELLA HOLE**

- Dimensions: W44" D44" H30"
- Finish: 11, 17, 20, 24, 31

**CLUB RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE W/ UMBRELLA HOLE**

- Dimensions: W86" D44" H30"
- Finish: 11, 17, 20, 24, 31

**QUATTRO DINING TABLE**

- **#2 ANCIENT EARTH**

**QUATRO ROUND DINING TABLE W/ HOLE**

- Dimensions: W52" D52" H30"
Wrought Aluminum Tables

All Wrought Aluminum Tops are 1.5” Thick

Please Note That Available Finishes Are Listed Next To Individual Item. Finish Swatches Above Are For Reference.

Cort Table Bases

Cort Euro Dining Base
3295+Finish 2,17,20,24,31
W31” D31” H24”

Cort Dining Base
3290+Finish 2,17,20,24,31
W31” D31” H28”

Cort Counter Height Base
3296+Finish 2,17,24,31
W31” D31” H33”

Cort Bar Base
4715+Finish 2,17,24,31
W31” D31” H39”

50” Slatted Table Tops Can Be Used With Multiple Cort Dining & Euro Height 4 Leg Table Bases

A Cort 5 Leg Table Base Is Recommended When Using Slatted Table Tops 60” or Larger

Cort 4 Leg Bases are Compatible with Superstone, Resort, Vista, & Slatted Aluminum Table Tops

Slatted Tops + Cort Bases

Slatted 50” Round Top W/ Hole 4720+Finish 2,17,24
W50” D50” H1.5”

Slatted 40” Round Top W/ Hole 4728+Finish 2,17,24
W60” D60” H1.5”

Vista Dining Table Tops + Cort Bases

Vista 48” Round Dining Table W/ Hole 3829+Finish 2,17,31
W48” D48” H1.5”

Vista 40” Round Dining Table W/ Hole 3828+Finish 2,17,31
W40” D40” H1.5”

Vista 40” Round Dining Table W/ Hole 3828+Finish 2,17,31
W40” D40” H1.5”

Cort Dining Base
3290+ Finish 2,17,20,24,31
W31” D31” H28”

Cort 5 Leg Dining Base 3298+ Finish 2,17,24
W32.5” D32.5” H28”

Cort 5 Leg Dining Base 4715+ Finish 2,17,24,31
W31” D31” H39”

Cort 4 Leg Bases are Compatible with Superstone, Resort, Vista, & Slatted Aluminum Table Tops

Please Note That Available Finishes Are Listed Next To Individual Item. Finish Swatches Above Are For Reference.
Please Note That Available Finishes Are Listed Next To Individual Item. Finish Swatches Above Are For Reference.

**WROUGHT ALUMINUM TABLES**

All Wrought Aluminum Tops are 1.5” Thick

- **#2** Ancient Earth
- **#17** Mahogany
- **#20** French Linen
- **#24** Oyster
- **#31** Slate Gray

**RESORT TOPS + CORT BASES**

- **Resort Square 42” Top W/ Hole**
  - 3276+Finish 2,17

- **Resort Square 36” Top (No Hole)**
  - 3269+Finish 2,17,31

- **Resort Square 32” Top (No Hole)**
  - 3262+Finish 2,17,24

- **Cort Dining Base**
  - 3290+Finish 2,17,20,24,31
  - W31” D31” H28”

- **Resort Square 36” Top W/ Hole**
  - 3269+Finish 2,17,17

- **Resort Square 32” Top (No Hole)**
  - 3262+Finish 2,17,24

- **Cort 5 Leg Base**
  - 3298+Finish 2,17,20,24,31
  - W32.5” D32.5” H28”

- **Cort 5 Leg Dining Base**
  - 3290+Finish 2,17,20,24,31
  - W31” D31” H28”

- **Cort Rectangular Dining Base**
  - 4714+Finish 2,17,20,24,31
  - W51” D27” H28”

- **Cort Rectangular Bar Base**
  - 3297+Finish 2,17
  - W47” D27” H40”

**Multiple Table Heights are Available For Both Rectangular Table Tops**

- **Slatted Rectangular 86” X 43” Top With Hole**
  - 3283+Finish 2,17,24

- **Slatted Rectangular 74” X 43” Top With Hole**
  - 4727+Finish 2,17,20,24,31

**RESORT TOPS + CORT 5 LEG BASES**

- **Resort Square 60” Top W/ Hole**
  - 4725+Finish 2,17,20,24,31

- **A Cort 5 Leg Table Base Is Recommended When Using A Resort Table Top 60” or Larger**

- **Cort 5 Leg Dining Base**
  - 3298+Finish 2,17,20,24,31
  - W32.5” D32.5” H28”
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All Teak tables are available in
#4 Natural Teak and
#27 Oyster Teak Finish

TEAK PEDESTAL TABLES
The Teak Pedestal Base is Compatible with
Multiple Different Teak Tops

TEAK FARM TABLES

MODENA TEAK DINING TABLES

The Teak Pedestal Base is Compatible with
Multiple Different Teak Tops
TEAK TABLES
Plantation Harvested Dining & Extension Tables

LAKESHORE TEAK TABLE
LAKESHORE RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
2820+FINISH 4.27
W95.75" D42.25" H30.5"

COAST EXTENSION DINING TABLE
COAST EXTENSION TABLE NO UMBRELLA HOLE
2747+FINISH 4.27
W39.25" D94" H29.5"
EXTENDS TO 117.5"

EXTENSION FARM TABLE
EXTENSION FARM TABLE W/ UMBRELLA HOLE
2865+FINISH 4.27
W78" D42" H30.5"
EXTENDS TO 118"
**Resysta®**

Resysta is an environmentally friendly resin product composed of rice husks, salt, and mineral oil. This innovative material requires minimum care, and is weather resistant against the sun, rain, snow, or salt water, and is not affected by heat or humidity.

**MADRIGAL DINING TABLES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#24 OYSTER</th>
<th>MADRIGAL SQUARE DINING TABLE (HAS HOLE) 432424 W39.5” D39.5” H29.5”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MADRIGAL RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE (HAS HOLE) 432324 W38” D96” H29.5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40” SEAT 4</td>
<td>96”x38” SEAT 8-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESYSTA TABLE TOPS + BASES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#11 SANDALWOOD (Farm Table Only)</th>
<th>RECTANGULAR FARM TABLE W/ UMBRELLA HOLE 1709+FINISH 11,17,19,24 W42” D84” H30”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#17 MAHOGANY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#19 WEATHERED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#24 OYSTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30” ROUND TOP W/ UMBRELLA HOLE  1702+FINISH 17,19,24</td>
<td>50” ROUND TOP W/ UMBRELLA HOLE 1705+FINISH 17,19,24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36” SQUARE TOP W/ UMBRELLA HOLE 1703+FINISH 17,19,24</td>
<td>RESYSTA DINING BASE 1701+FINISH 17,19,24 W18.25” D23.25” H28”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Resysta Dining Base is Compatible with 30”-50” Resysta Table Tops
BAR CARTS AND CONSOLE TABLES
COFFEE TABLES

Please note that available finishes are listed next to individual base. Finish swatches below are for reference. Not all bases are available in every finish below.

ALUMINUM

#2 Ancient Earth
#11 Sandal Wood
#17 Mahogany
#20 French Linen
#24 Oyster
#31 Slate Gray

CAHABA - Mixed Aluminum

#17 Mahogany/Natural
#31 Oyster/Slate Gray

SUPERSTONE/ALUMINUM

#2 Charcoal/Blackwalnut
#5 Charcoal/Travertine
#71 Ebony/Travertine
#72 Ebony/Dove Gray

ASTORIA COFFEE TABLE
355824
W48” D24” H20”

AUDREY COFFEE TABLE
6871+FINISH 2,5
W36” D36” H16.25”

ATHENA COFFEE TABLE
3972+FINISH 2,4,24 | GLASS 71815
W42” D20.75” H17.25”

BENTLEY COFFEE TABLE
3926+FINISH 24,32
W36.25” D36.25” H16.5”

CLUB SQUARE COFFEE TABLE
W/UMBRELLA HOLE
3341+FINISH 17,24,31
W42” D42” H17.25”

CLUB RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE
3323+FINISH 11,17,24,31
W48” D22.5” H19.25”

CLUB TEAK RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE
2856+FINISH 4,27
W48” D26.375” H18.375

COTTAGE COFFEE TABLE
4011+FINISH 2,17,20,31
W40” D22” H16”

LARGO COFFEE TABLE
431134
GLASS INCLUDED
W40” D40” H17.25”

MARCO COFFEE TABLE
4317+FINISH 71,72
W52” D26” H16.25”

MODENA COFFEE TABLE
2872+FINISH 4,27
W48” D24” H16”

PROVANCE COFFEE TABLE
4261+FINISH 2,31
W47.5” D24.5” H15.75”

COFFEE TABLE BASES (30” TO 42” TOPS)

CORT COFFEE
4287+FINISH 2,17,20,24,31
W24” H16”
FAUX: 36”-48”

See tables pages for compatible tops, sizes, and materials
COFFEE TABLES

Please Note That Available Finishes Are Listed Next To Individual Base. Finish Swatches Below Are For Reference. Not All Bases Are Available In Every Finish Below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEEL</th>
<th>TEAK</th>
<th>RESIN WICKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#40 Stainless Steel / Charcoal</td>
<td>#4 Natural Teak</td>
<td>#2 Black Walnut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#27 Oyster Teak</td>
<td>#44 Teak / Steel</td>
<td>#21 French Linen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#24 Oyster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#31 Slate Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#32 Chestnut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#34 Raffia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BRADLEY ROUND COFFEE TABLE
510044
W36.25" D36.25" H16.5"

CAHABA COFFEE TABLE
3822+FINISH 17, 31
W46.5" D31.5" H16.25"

CIRRUS COFFEE TABLE
685040
W40" D22" H16"

CLASSIC COFFEE TABLE
3129+FINISH 2.31/GLASS -72455
W46" D29" H18"

CROQUET TEAK 40" ROUND COFFEE TABLE
2839+FINISH 4.27
W40" D40" H1.5"

ELLA COFFEE TABLE
4413+FINISH 2.5
W36" D36" H16.5"

HALO/DETRON COFFEE TABLE WITH REMOVABLE TRAY
3182+FINISH 2.24
W35" D36" H19.5"

CROQUET TEAK COFFEE TABLE
2841+FINISH 4.27
W50" D30" H16"

Ella COFFEE TABLE
4413+FINISH 2.5
W36" D36" H16.5"

VILLANO COFFEE TABLE
48642
W40" D20" H18"

RUSTIC COFFEE TABLE
3764+FINISH 2.24, 31
W43" D43" H17"

SKYE/CLUB WOVEN COFFEE TABLE
3589+FINISH 2.24, 31
GLASS (OPTIONAL) 71525
W42.5" D20.5" H18"

COFFEE TABLE BASES (30" TO 42" TOPS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEEL</th>
<th>TEAK</th>
<th>RESIN WICKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#40 Stainless Steel / Charcoal</td>
<td>#4 Natural Teak</td>
<td>#2 Black Walnut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#27 Oyster Teak</td>
<td>#44 Teak / Steel</td>
<td>#21 French Linen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#24 Oyster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#31 Slate Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#32 Chestnut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#34 Raffia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLUB TEAK PEDESTAL COFFEE TABLE BASE
2851+FINISH 4.27
W32.5" D32.5" H17"

SEE TABLES PAGES FOR COMPATIBLE TOPS, SIZES, AND MATERIALS
Please Note That Available Finishes Are Listed Next To Individual Base. Finish Swatches Below Are For Reference. Not All Bases Are Available In Every Finish Below.

**ALUMINUM**

- #2 Ancient Earth
- #11 Sandal Wood
- #17 Mahogany
- #20 French Linen
- #24 Oyster
- #31 Slate Gray

**CAHABA - Mixed Aluminum**

- #17 Mahogany / Natural
- #31 Oyster / Slate Gray

**SUPERSTONE/ALUMINUM**

- #2 Charcoal / Blackwalnut
- #5 Charcoal / Travertine
- #71 Ebony / Travertine
- #72 Ebony / Dove Gray

---

**AIRE END TABLE**

- 33862 | GLASS 71305
- W19.875" D19.875" H17.875"

**ASTORIA END TABLE**

- 355724
- W21.25" D22.75" H24.375"

**ATHENA END TABLE**

- 3976+FINISH 2,24
- GLASS 71805
- W20" D20" H23.25"

**TOWEL CADDY**

- 3978+FINISH 2,24
- C527+FABRIC
- W18" D18" H19.5"

**AUDREY END TABLE**

- 6872+FINISH 2.5
- W18.25" D18.25" H25"

**BENTLEY END TABLE**

- 39253+FINISH 24,32
- W20.25" D20.25" H21.25"

**CLUB END TABLE**

- 3336+FINISH
- 11,17,20,24,31
- W22.5" D22.5" H21"

**CLUB TEAK END TABLE**

- 2855+FINISH 4, 27
- W22.7" D22.7" H21"

**COTTAGE ROUND END TABLE**

- 4006+FINISH 2,17,20,24,31
- W22" D22" H26.75"

**COTTAGE OCCASIONAL TABLE**

- 4426+FINISH 2,15,17
- W21" D21" H20"

**CROQUET TEAK END TABLE**

- 4063+FINISH 2,31
- W25.25" D25.25" H20"

**ECHO END TABLE**

- 6870+FINISH 24,38
- W20.5" D20.5" H20"

**ECHO END TABLE**

- 6870+FINISH 24,38
- W20.5" D20.5" H20"

**MODENA END TABLE**

- 307617
- GLASS 71090
- W22" D22" H24"

**PROVANCE OCCASIONAL TABLE**

- 4062+FINISH 2,31
- W22" D22" H18"

**PROVANCE END TABLE**

- 4309+FINISH 24,39
- W18.5" D18.5" H18.5"

**RIO END TABLE**

- 3586+FINISH 2,24
- GLASS (OPTIONAL) 71515
- W20" D20" H22"
### END TABLES

**Please Note That Available Finishes Are Listed Next To Individual Base. Finish Swatches Below Are For Reference. Not All Bases Are Available In Every Finish Below.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel</th>
<th>Teak</th>
<th>Resin Wicker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#40 Stainless Steel/Charcoal</td>
<td>#4 Natural Teak</td>
<td>#32 Mahogany/ Chestnut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#27 Oyster Teak</td>
<td>#44 Teak/Steel</td>
<td>#34 Raffia/Basket weave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 Black Walnut</td>
<td>#11 Sandal wood</td>
<td>#24 Oyster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#17 Mahogany/Rope</td>
<td>#24 Oyster (Astoria)</td>
<td>#31 Slate Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#24 Oyster</td>
<td>#32 Mahogany/Chestnut</td>
<td>#17 Mahogany/Rope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#24 Oyster</td>
<td>#31 Slate Gray</td>
<td>#2 Black Walnut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#34 Raffia/Basket weave</td>
<td>#27 Oyster Teak</td>
<td>#4 Natural Teak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bradley End Table S10144</th>
<th>Cahaba End Table 3821+Finish 17,31 W24&quot; D24&quot; H21.25&quot;</th>
<th>Caroline Nestsing Tables 6411+Finish 2,5 W36&quot; D36&quot; H16.5&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ella End Table 4410+Finish 2.5 W20&quot; D20&quot; H22.5&quot;</td>
<td>Gillian End Table 6410+Finish 2.5 W24&quot; D24&quot; H24.4&quot;</td>
<td>Clarice End Table 431570 W22&quot; D22&quot; H25&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLA END TABLE 4410+FINISH 2.5 W20&quot; D20&quot; H22.5&quot;</td>
<td>CIRRUS END TABLE 685140 W22.5&quot; D22.5&quot; H21&quot;</td>
<td>Classic End Table 3126+FINISH 2,31 GLASS 72445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halton/etron End Table with Removable Tray 3176+Finish 2,4 W23&quot; D23&quot; H25.5&quot;</td>
<td>Herrin Nesting Tables 68735 W22&quot; D22&quot; H25&quot;</td>
<td>Joanna End Table 4310+Finish 24.39 W20.5 D20.5&quot; H20&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halton/etron End Table 3176+FINISH 2,4 W23&quot; D23&quot; H25.5&quot;</td>
<td>Herrin Nesting Tables 68735 W22&quot; D22&quot; H25&quot;</td>
<td>Marco End Table 4321+Finish 71,72 W20&quot; D20&quot; H22.5&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villano End Table 48562 W21&quot; D21&quot; H20&quot;</td>
<td>Wind End Table 337624 Glass 71825 (Optional) W21&quot; D21&quot; H21&quot;</td>
<td>END TABLE BASES USE 24&quot; TO 30&quot; TOPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villano End Table 48562 W21&quot; D21&quot; H20&quot;</td>
<td>Wind End Table 337624 Glass 71825 (Optional) W21&quot; D21&quot; H21&quot;</td>
<td>CORT END TABLE BASE 4286+FINISH 2,17,24,31 W17&quot; H20&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villano End Table 48562 W21&quot; D21&quot; H20&quot;</td>
<td>Wind End Table 337624 Glass 71825 (Optional) W21&quot; D21&quot; H21&quot;</td>
<td>SEE TABLES PAGES FOR COMPATIBLE TOPS, SIZES, AND MATERIALS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ETC.
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301 | FABRICS

308 | ACCESSORIES

311 | MAINTENANCE
PENINSULA SPEAKER SPRING LOUNGE
4206+FINISH
C524+FABRIC
C524P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W29.75" D36" H40"

COMPATIBLE WITH

BOX CONTENT:
• Bluetooth Speaker
• DC 5V charging cable
• AUX in cable
• User Manual

FEATURES:
• Bluetooth CSR 4.0
• 2000mAh Battery Capacity
• Output Power 5X2w (RMS)
• Provides up to 8 hours of playback
• Micro SD(TF) Card slot for your music entry
• Has AUX jack for non-bluetooth devices

AVAILABLE IN

RUSTIC:
#2 BLACK WALNUT
#31 SLATE GRAY

PENINSULA
#17 MAHOGANY/CHESTNUT
#37 RAFFIA/NATURAL

PENINSULA SPEAKER SPRING LOUNGE
4206+FINISH
C524+FABRIC
C524P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W29.75" D36" H40"
*Residential Use Only

RUSTIC SWIVEL SPEAKER LOUNGE
3744+FINISH 2,31
C050+FABRIC
C050P+FABRIC (DREAM)
W37.25" D38" H30.75"
*Residential Use Only

*Residential Use Only

Patent Pending

297
SPEAKER CHAIRS  
Patent Pending

INCLUDES WATERPROOF WIRELESS BLUE-TOOTH SPEAKER

RUSTIC SPEAKER SWIVEL LOUNGE  
Patent Pending
## 9' CRANK - AUTO TILT

**INDUSTRIAL GRADE FIBERGLASS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Height (1-1/2&quot;)</th>
<th>Pole Dia.</th>
<th>Vents</th>
<th>Lift</th>
<th>Tilt</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Cube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>75620</td>
<td>108&quot;</td>
<td>92.9&quot;</td>
<td>1.5&quot;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>15.24LBS</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weathered</td>
<td>75625</td>
<td>93&quot;</td>
<td>101.57&quot;</td>
<td>1.5&quot;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>17.47LBS</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyster</td>
<td>756224</td>
<td>108&quot;</td>
<td>92.9&quot;</td>
<td>1.5&quot;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>15.24LBS</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **9FT UMBRELLA**
  - 7562+FINISH 0,5,24
  - **UMBRELLA COVER**
    - 780+FABRIC

**Recommended Base:**

- 110 Lb Composite Umbrella Base With Wheels (110 Lbs.)
- 92260

---

## 11' CRANK - AUTO TILT

**INDUSTRIAL GRADE FIBERGLASS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Height (1-1/2&quot;)</th>
<th>Pole Dia.</th>
<th>Vents</th>
<th>Lift</th>
<th>Tilt</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Cube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>75640</td>
<td>121&quot;</td>
<td>101.57&quot;</td>
<td>1.5&quot;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>17.47LBS</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weathered</td>
<td>75645</td>
<td>121&quot;</td>
<td>101.57&quot;</td>
<td>1.5&quot;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>17.47LBS</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyster</td>
<td>756424</td>
<td>121&quot;</td>
<td>101.57&quot;</td>
<td>1.5&quot;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>17.47LBS</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **11FT UMBRELLA**
  - 7564+FINISH 0,5,24
  - **UMBRELLA COVER**
    - 764+FABRIC

**Recommended Base:**

- 110 Lb Composite Umbrella Base With Wheels (110 Lbs.)
- 92260
UMBRELLAS

UMBRELLA RIBS
SKU  COLOR  DESCRIPTION
00261  Black  9ft Umbrella Ribs
00262  Black  11ft Umbrella Ribs
00265  Weathered  9ft Umbrella Ribs
00266  Weathered  11ft Umbrella Ribs

UMBRELLA TUBE
SKU  COLOR  DESCRIPTION
00255  Black  9ft Umbrella Tube
00256  Black  11ft Umbrella Tube
00259  Weathered  9ft Umbrella Tube
00260  Weathered  11ft Umbrella Tube

THREADED CAP
SKU  COLOR
00267  Black
00269  Weathered

FINIAL
SKU  COLOR
00270  Black
00272  Weathered

UMBRELLA BASES

CAST WICKER
ALUMINUM BASE 9250+FINISH 2.17
19" DIAMETER · 29 LBS.

#0 EBONY  #5 TUSCAN BROWN

STAINED CONCRETE BASE
9225+FINISH 0.5
19.5" DIAMETER · 76 LBS.

#0 EBONY  #5 TUSCAN BROWN

FLORENTINE CAST IRON
FREE STANDING BASE 92102
23" DIAMETER · 50 LBS.

#0 EBONY  #2 ANCIENT EARTH

Zinc Powder Coat Primed With A Polyester Topcoat For Color. Two Alternative Sleeve Inserts For Various Umbrella Pole Diameters.

EBONY GRANITE
UMBRELLA BASE - 92270
19.25" DIAMETER · 78 LBS

#0 EBONY
Alternative Sleeve To Hold An Umbrella Pole Diameter Up To 43Mm Or 1.5"

110 LB COMPOSITE
UMBRELLA BASE WITH WHEELS (110 LBS.) 92260

#0 EBONY
Features 2 Handles And Wheels For Easy Movement.

Our Never-Rust Cast Aluminum Bases Have A Polyester Topcoat For Color. For Use With Table Only. Not Free Standing.
FABRIC BY GRADE

A GRADE

A 102 Cast Dove
A 113 Memo Carbon
A 139 Tahiti Carbon
A 157 Arbor Pebble
A 255 Wasabi
A 258 Natural White
A 259 Black Canvas
A 262 Spectrum Graphite
A 263 Tahiti Smoke
A 339 Horizon Charcoal
A 358 Cast Shale
A 360 Cast Ash
A 361 Cast Slate
A 362 Cast Mist
A 387 Canvas Aquatic
A 388 Canvas Flamingo
A 433 Cast Lagoon
A 442 Cast Pebble
A 469 Gateway Mist

B GRADE

B 2 Avila Gray
B 10 Cannes Fossil
B 78 Bistro Stripe Apple
B 79 Cabana Stripe Cobalt
B 87 Annex Mist
B 99 Highland Stripe Dove
B 101 Linen Dove
B 117 Bandeau Dove
B 129 Adena Birch
B 143 Mindful Citrus
B 145 Logan Baltic
B 175 Flagship Opal
B 181 Flash Cobalt
B 203 Sponge Pumice
B 211 Classic Linen Natural
B 212 Westin Pebble
B 238 Classic Belgian Linen
B 321 Royce Delft
B 322 Avila Citrus
B 327 Bistro Bluering
B 347 Astoria Carbon
B 349 Mesa Carbon
B 350 Mesa Opal
B 354 Canopy Stone
B 357 Avila Silver
B 368 Avila Flamingo
B 369 Avila Midnight
B 371 Marias Classic
B 372 Marias Wren
B 373 Bistro Stripe Flamingo
B 379 Cabana Stripe Malibu
B 390 Marcella Slate
B 391 Marcella Citron
B 392 Marcella Linen
B 393 Marcella Flamingo
B 394 Shibori Indigo
B 395 Shibori Dove
B 396 Shibori Citron
B 398 Marais li Spring
B 401 Duplin Baltic
B 402 Duplin Canvas
B 403 Duplin Citrus
B 404 Duplin Flamingo
B 405 Duplin Malibu
B 408 Marais li Emerald
B 420 Johnston Canvas
B 421 Johnston Malibu
B 432 Lyra Malibu
B 434 Linen Cornflower
B 435 Unison Smoke
B 436 Unison Classic
B 437 Cabana Stripe Navy
B 438 Cabana Stripe Emerald
B 439 Cabana Stripe Stone
B 440 Cabana Stripe Midnight
B 444 Striking Coastal
This Fabric Is Exclusively Designed & Manufactured For Summer Classics®

EXCLUSIVE
181 B Sunbrella Flash Cobalt
192 C Sunbrella Satine Ether
196 C Sunbrella Bevel Smoke
203 B Sunbrella Sponge Pumice
211 B Sunbrella Classic Linen Natural
212 B Sunbrella Westin Pebble

EXCLUSIVE
238 B Sunbrella Classic Belgian Linen
255 A Outdura Wasabi
258 A Outdura Natural White
259 A Outdura Black Canvas
262 A Sunbrella Spectrum Graphite
263 A Covington Tahiti Smoke

EXCLUSIVE
321 B Outdura Royce Delft
322 B Outdura Avila Citrus
327 B Outdura Bistro Blueridge
339 A Outdura Horizon Charcoal
347 B Bella-Dura Astoria Carbon
349 B Bella-Dura Mesa Carbon

EXCLUSIVE
350 B Bella-Dura Mesa Opal
354 B Sunbrella Canopy Stone
357 B Outdura Avila Silver
358 A Sunbrella Cast Shale
360 A Sunbrella Cast Ash
361 A Sunbrella Cast Slate

EXCLUSIVE
362 A Sunbrella Cast Mist
367 C Sunbrella Bevel Emerald
368 B Outdura Avila Flamingo
369 B Outdura Avila Midnight
370 C Sunbrella Midori Indigo
371 B Sunbrella Marías Classic

EXCLUSIVE
372 B Sunbrella Marais Wren
373 B Outdura Bistro Stripe Flamingo
374 C Sunbrella Starlet Dove
375 C Bella-Dura Brighton Cobalt
376 C Bella-Dura Brighton Solid Snow
377 C Sunbrella Starlet Cobalt
This fabric is exclusively designed & manufactured for Summer Classics®

EXCLUSIVE

COLORES ™
Exclusive Fabric Collection

Any fabric sold by Summer Classics is to be “SPOT CLEANED ONLY” fabrics are not suited to machine washing, machine drying, or dry cleaning.

TO CLEAN: For standard maintenance, we recommend cleaning SC fabrics with water-based cleaning agents or water-based foam to remove overall soil.

FOR REGULAR CLEANING: Frequently vacuum or lightly brush to remove dust and grime.

FABRIC & CUSHION MAINTENANCE

All Summer Classics fabrics are designed specifically for outdoor use and are naturally resistant to stains and fading. Prior to cleaning, we strongly recommend contacting the fabric manufacturer for specific cleaning instructions. Many household cleaning agents are harmful to the color and life of a fabric, and cleaning instructions can vary depending on the nature of the stain. In the catalog and pricelist, the fabric manufacturer is listed after the fabric number and grade.

PLEASE NOTE

Zippers are included for cosmetic purposes and added drainage only. DO NOT REMOVE THE FOAM CORES due to the tight fit and the difficulty with repositioning them when reinserted.
STANDARD CUSHIONS

Our Standard Cushions are composed of bonded fiber layers on top of polyurethane foam, making them exceptionally comfortable. The ratio of foam to fiber is 50% to 50% once core is inserted into the fabric cushion slip.

BONDED FIBER
50% HIGH DENSITY FOAM

Dream Cushions™ by Summer Classics offers 1.8 density high resilient and California Fire Rated Foam for maximum comfort. Our woven, water-resistant jacket features a “pillow top” of blown-fiber channels providing the utmost quality and softness. Soft, durable, and water-resistant, this is truly the perfect cushion.

“PILLOW TOP” FOR MAXIMUM SOFTNESS
WOVEN WATER-RESISTANT JACKET
HIGH DENSITY PREMIER FOAM

Dream Cushions are available on all cushions that can be purchased with a “Seat & Back” Cushion. Dream Cushion is not offered on Cushions listed as “Seat Only”

WELTED CUSHIONS™

All Cushions are now available with Matching [Self] Piping & Contrast Piping.

Please refer to the current pricelist for ordering information and details.

STANDARD CUSHION WITH SELF WELT
CUSHION SKU# + FABRIC# + W+FABRIC#

DREAM CUSHION WITH SELF WELT
DREAM CUSHION SKU# + FABRIC# + W+FABRIC#

STANDARD CUSHION WITH CONTRAST WELT
CUSHION SKU# + FABRIC# + W+WELT FABRIC#

DREAM CUSHION WITH CONTRAST WELT
DREAM CUSHION SKU# + FABRIC# + W+WELT FABRIC#
Fringe & Cord

FRINGE LISTED AS F+FRINGE# • CORD LISTED AS C+CORD#

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRINGE</th>
<th>CORD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F26</td>
<td>C26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F30</td>
<td>C30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F20</td>
<td>C20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F11</td>
<td>C11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F31</td>
<td>C31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F24</td>
<td>C24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F25</td>
<td>C25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F29</td>
<td>C29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F28</td>
<td>C28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F27</td>
<td>C27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Decorative Edging is available on Summer Classics throw pillows.

Decorative Cord is only available on cushions for select collections. For the current list of collections offering cushions with decorative cord refer to the current pricelist. Contact customer service or sales representative for questions on deco edging.

*Contact Customer Service Rep Or Sales Rep For Questions On Disco Product Cushion Treatments And Deco Edging

DECORATIVE EDGING TRHOW PILLOWS SKU # MUST HAVE AT LEAST 2 PARTS, 3 MAXIMUM WITHOUT EMBROIDERY
2 Standard Throw Pillows (867+Fabric) are included with a purchase of a Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces with full sets of cushions.

THROW PILLOWS COME IN 4 SIZES WITH MATCHING 1/8” PIPING (STANDARD)

1. Standard Throw Pillow 867+Fabric W14” H14”
2. Bolster Throw Pillow C111+Fabric W22” H9”
3. Large Throw Pillow C110+Fabric W18” H18”
4. Ex-Large Throw Pillow C235+Fabric W22” H22”

MATCHING 1/8” PIPING (STANDARD)
ITEM SKU# + FABRIC#
867 + 77

CONTRAST 1/8” PIPING
ITEM SKU# + FABRIC# + W+WELT FABRIC#
867 + 265 + W70

CORD EDGING
ITEM SKU# + FABRIC# + C+CORD#
867 + 205 + C24

FRINGE EDGING
ITEM SKU# + FABRIC# + F+FRINGE#
867 + 79 + F24

DECORATIVE EDGING TRHOW PILLOWS SKU # MUST HAVE AT LEAST 2 PARTS, 3 MAXIMUM WITHOUT EMBROIDERY
2 Standard Throw Pillows (867+Fabric) are included with a purchase of a Sofa, Loveseat Or 3 Sectional Pieces with full sets of cushions.

Contact Customer Service Rep Or Sales Rep For Questions On Disco Product Cushion Treatments And Deco Edging.
• Available on throw pillows (867), Large (C110), Ex-large (235), and Bolsters (C111)
• Not available on MID or SQR Special Throws.

ADD EMBROIDERY TO THROW PILLOWS BY ADDING THE INFORMATION BELOW TO THROW PILLOW SELECTION

EMBROIDERY THROW PILLOWS SKU # MUST HAVE AT LEAST 5 PARTS:

1️⃣ ITEM SKU# +
2️⃣ FABRIC# +
3️⃣ THREAD# +
4️⃣ FONT NAME +
5️⃣ TEXT BEING MONOGRAMMED

- **MATCHING 1/8″ PIPING**
  (STANDARD)
  ITEM SKU# + FABRIC#
  867 + 77

- **CONTRAST 1/8″ PIPING**
  ITEM SKU# + FABRIC# + W+WELT FABRIC#
  867 + 265 + W70

- **CORD EDGING**
  ITEM SKU# + FABRIC# + C+CORD#
  867 + 205 + C24

- **FRINGE EDGING**
  ITEM SKU# + FABRIC# + F+FRINGE#
  867 + 79 + F24

**Thread Color**

THREAD LISTED AS EMB+THREAD#

**Fonts Available for 1-3 Initials**
- **Classic**
  Monogram Shown In Grey Flannel

- **Fleur**
  Monogram Shown In Peapod

- **Edwardian**
  Script Shown In Deep Scarlett

**Fonts Available for 1-3 Initials & Words**
- **Monogram**
  Serif Shown in Honeysuckle

- **Copperplate**
  Shown in Rice Paper

- **Goudy**
  Shown in Favorite Deep Blue

**Thread Colors**

- Eggshell EMB5643
- Orange EMB5518
- Daisyer Ice EMB9120
- Blue Ribbon EMB5739
- Basket Beige EMB9126
- Gray Flannel EMB9117
- Honeysuckle EMB7713
- Peapod EMB5756
- China Blue EMB5823
- Rice Paper EMB9125
- Black EMB5596
- Deep Scarlet EMB5811
- Moss EMB5578
- Favorite Deep Blue EMB9075
- Brown EMB5551
WATERPROOF FURNITURE COVERS
Solution dyed polyester in Heather gray fabric

Summer Classics premium furniture covers are designed with durability and style in mind. Our durable and fade resistant outdoor fabric is lined with a waterproof backing. Our covers have reinforced, ergonomic handles and breathable vents to prevent mildew. The fabric is colored in a textural heather grey to minimize visual impact when left on. Click-close straps tighten to secure cover for windy days. Covers come in 3 lounge chair sizes, 2 sofa sizes, and round and rectangular dining sets.

3 LOUNGE CHAIR SIZES
2 SOFA SIZES

HIGH BACK LOUNGE COVER 124405
MID BACK LOUNGE CHAIR COVER 124205
LOW BACK LOUNGE CHAIR COVER 124305
LARGE SOFA COVER 124105
MEDIUM SOFA COVER 124005

ROUND DINING TABLE SET INCLUDES HOLE FOR UMBRELLA
RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE SET INCLUDES HOLE FOR UMBRELLA

ROUND DINING TABLE SET COVER WITH UMBRELLA HOLE 124505
RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE SET COVER WITH UMBRELLA HOLE 124605

CHECK FIT CLAIM FOR SECTIONAL COMPATIBILITY

FURNITURE COVER
MEDIUM SOFA COVER
LARGE SOFA COVER
MID BACK LOUNGE CHAIR
LOW BACK LOUNGE CHAIR
HIGH BACK LOUNGE
ROUND DINING TABLE SET
RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE SET

DIMENSIONS
78"W 35"D 34"H
94"W 42"D 42"H
32"W 32"D 38"H
36.5"W 41"D 28"H
34.5"W 42.5"D 40"H
62"Dia 24"H
110"W 84"D 24"H

FIT CLAIM
76"W 33"D 34"H
92"W 40"D 42"H
30"W 30"D 38"H
34.5"W 39"D 28"H
32.5"W 40.5"D 40"H
60"Dia 24"H
108"W 82"D 24"H
MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER
PNT-00362
Removes dirt, stains and moisture from surfaces. Suggested for use on fabric, resin, wicker, iron, and aluminum. Prior to cleaning spot test on a small area.

RUST REMOVER
PNT-00365
Cleans and removes corrosion, cleans and restores in one treatment. Fast acting and easy to use. Not to be used on sandblasted or glass-blasted Stainless Steel.

STAINLESS STEEL SHIELD
PNT-00364
Protects Stainless Steel and helps to prevent corrosion. Helps to keep Stainless Steel shiny and free from rust. Includes anti corrosion Inhibitors which form an invisible shield to prevent corrosion.

TEAK PROTECTOR
PNT-00360
Maintains the original, honey brown color of Natural Teak for a longer time.

TEAK SHIELD
PNT-00361
Makes Teak and other hardwoods repellent to water and moisture. Helps to prevent stains caused by food and drinks.

TEAK CLEANER
PNT-00359
For the restoration of Weathered, Gray Teak and other hardwoods. Cleaner & Brightener in one.
TRADE SHOWROOMS & CORPORATE OFFICES

TRADE SHOWROOMS

CHICAGO, IL
222 MERCHANDISE MART PLAZA
SUITE 15-1556 • CHICAGO, IL 60654
PHONE 312.822.0250 • FAX 312.822.0805

HIGH POINT, NC
INTERHALL • IHFC
COMMERCE, FLOOR 1
HIGH POINT, NC 27260

LAS VEGAS, NV
C – SHOWROOM #C1396
WORLD MARKET CENTER LAS VEGAS
455 SOUTH GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106

CORPORATE OFFICES

SUMMER CLASSICS
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS,
CORPORATE OFFICES,
DISTRIBUTION CENTER, & SHOWROOM
3140 PELHAM PARKWAY
PELHAM, AL  35124
PHONE: (205) 358-9400
FAX: (205) 358-9401

WEST COAST DISTRIBUTION CENTER
13113 SOUTH FIGUEROA STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90061

WWW.SummerClassics.com